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Happy ending
for Spartan
soccer team

Spotlight on the
top scorer
of the women’s
soccer team
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Student uproar prevents cuts to financial aid
By Ginger McDonald
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Opposition from university students and
institutions has forced the U.S. Senate and
House conferees to eliminate key provisions from the amendment to the federal
budget which threatened to slash student
aid programs by $10 billion.
Sen. Nancy Kassebaum (R-Kan.), the
labor and human resources committee
chairwoman, was bombarded with letters

not only from colleges and tin nersities
across the country but from Republican
members of her committee to come up
the
said
compromise,
with
a
Administration of USA Financial Aid
Offices, in its news release.
The compromise eliminates the proposed fee on the institution’s volume of
loans; it reinstates the six months grace
period for students; and eliminates the
increase in the PLUS loan interest rate,
noted the release.

Don Ryan, SJSU director of student
financial aid, said a unanimous vote, 99-0,
was reached by the Senate this past weekend accepting Kassebatnn’s amendment to
reduce the cuts by $5.8 billion.
Ryan said, "We are very pleased with the
changes included in the final Senate bill
because they have addressed some of our
major concerns."
Students can maintain the in-school
interest subsidy, which affects all of SJSU
financial aid borrowers. Essentially it

means the lenders will continue to pay
their interest for six months after they are
out of school, he said.
The biggest area of concern for universities was in the proposal to charge a fee of
0.85 percent on the total volume of university student loans, he said.
"This was totally unprecedented. Never
have they (Congress) done something like
this. Educational o mitutions do not have a
ties without raising stumeans I pas t
See Cuts, page 4

Campus profiles

di
We are very pleased with the
changes ...
Don Ryan
SJSU director of student financlal aid

Employee may return
after racial incident
Admissions and Records evaluator
finishes 20 hours of community service
By Rowena T. Millado
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

An SJSU Admissions and
Records employee who was arrested last spring after an altercation
with an African -American student
in which the employee used a
racial slur, will be reporting back
to work, said a university official.
"(Michael Dennis Day) is
(expected) to come back to work,"
said Steve Bartz, interim director
of human resources. Bartz said
Day will return sometime this
month.
On April 14, 1995, Day was
arrested on a misdemeanor charge
of disturbing the peace for his
March 2 altercation with SJSU student Wesley Flowers.
Day, who has been on leave for
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Homecoming Queen Saranah Holmes, a Resident Adviser at Allen Hall works on a student activities board questioner with junior
David Ross who is a Resident Adviser at Joe West Hall

Life after the crown and glory
Saranall
diverse involvement
in student activism
is a way of life

Kevin 0’ Kane
expresses ideas and
concepts when
he isn’t coaching

fr

By Rowena T. Millado

By Justin Carder
sp.rw, ’WY 51.11

Sparuan Daiii Staff Writer

caring her red evening
dress, she was driven onto
the Spartan football field
in the back of a modern-day carriage a new Ford Mustang convertible. Sitting in the back seat
with her escort, she waved to the
crowd.
Despite being nervous and
excited, she stepped out of the
convertible looking cool as a
cucumber. Smiling graciously at
the awaiting crowd, she stood
patiently through the short ceremony as her name, Saranah
Holmes, and her title, 1995
was
Queen,
Homecoming
announced. A sigh of relief overcame her; it’s over.
"I was very e:icited and happy,"
said Holmes reflecting on that day
in mid-October. "I feel like all our
hard work and efforts paid oft,"
she said in the Oct. 17 issue of the
Spartan Daily.
"Saranah did very well (in the
interview)," said Nicole Padellan,
See Queen, Back page

The people are fashioned al-reeling
to the example af their king; and
edats are of less power than the
madel las life exhibits.
-Claudian.
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Kevin O’Kane has been a cross country coach at Lincoln
High School in San Jose for three seasons.

Latin poet probabh
The
wasn’t writing about the
Spartans they were
battling hundreds id years
before he put ink onto .1 scroll.
But 1.600 years later, his mirds
fit with the new group of
Spartans 25,997 busy students connected by the school
they attend, the fees they pay
and little else.
There is little symbolism a
Homecoming King can achieve
here. Kevin OKane knows the
limits. He is not the president.
He is not the chancellor.
OKane
is
the
new
Homecoming King of San Jise
State University. and he’s deterSee King, Back page

17 months, completed 20.5 hours
of community service work at the
First Methodist Church as a clerical aide. There will be a Nov. 14
hearing at 9 a.m, at the San Jose
Municipal Court, to verify the
completion of his community service work.
In a progress report. Day’s caseworker, Alicia Jensen, said:
"Michael was a pleasure. (He) has
a compassion and empathy for the
community."
Day was arrested for his confrontation with Flowers in front of
the Admission and Records office.
According to the California State
University Police Offense Report.
Day was leaving Admission and
1, Irving to
,r ds as Flower,
Se. Day, page 4

Risk management keeps
fraternity violence down
By Rowena T. Millado
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Despite a recent altercation at
Sigma Nu fraternity. involving an
assault with a deadly weapon, violence at fraternities has decreased
in recent years, said University
Police Lt. Bruce Lowe.
Since July 1994, there have been
two reported incidences at fraternities involving assaults with deadly
weapons. The other incident
occurred on March 25, 1995, at
Sigma Chi.
"The fraternities are wellbehaved," Lowe said. He attributes
the good behavii,r to the risk management polies implemented by
the Inter-Fraternity Council and
Panhellenic Colin& il in the late
’80s, which reflected the policy
adopted by their respective nation-

al organizations.
"(Theta Chi) doesn’t want any
incidences," said Theta Chi member Alex Chavarria. who said the
fraternity wants to seer away from
the "Animal House" stereotype.
’We are taking risk management
more seriously." Chavarria said.
Mike Ferreira. Theta Chi’s risk
management chairman agreed.
"Our parties go milk well." he
said. "We don’t want :ins one to get
hurt."
Theta Chi members are reminded of the risk management policies prior to social events.
Ferreira said their policy lists
several rules that every member
must follow which include bringing onls a designated number of
guests and having UPD it the door
Violence 7e 4

Ping-Pong-a-thon to benefit
San Jose children’s burn unit
By John J. Woo
Spartan Dinh Staff %turf

Alpha Tau Omega is holding it,
annual Ping-Pong-a-thon this week
at the fraternity house on Eighth
and Reed streets to benefit the San
Jose Medical Center’s Children’s
’Burn Unit.
"We are looking forward to a
successful week which will benefit
a good cause, and hopefully we
will all have a fun time of it too."
said Chris Heil, the fraternity’s
social services coordinator.
The fraternity has invited sororities and other fraternities to participate in the tournament, which
started Monday and will continue

Vile are looking Tur
to a successful week
which will benefit a good
cause.
Cons Heil
Fraternity’s social services
coordinator

7
until Fridas iii,lii t,11,1 RVAI)
rel.,
Cowdy, the ft,
See Pingpong age 4

Lotto winner

Seles withdraws

Radioactive waste

Lungren contributor

An Oakland woman and her
husband just found their lotto
ticket, worth $8 million, on
Friday anud gum wrappers, keys
and broken-bnstled brushes.

Monica Seles withdrew
Tuesday from the Bank of the
West Classic, citing pain from
tendinitis in her left knee.

High levels of radioactive
pollutants in desert sands near a
Nevada waste dump could have
important implications for the
Ward Valley nuclear dump

A major contributor to Attorney
General Dan Lungren is an
industrial waste hauler recently
sued by the attorney general’s
office, the L.A. Times reported
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Newsroom Voices

A friendly ghost could teach us a lot
looking for a COSlinne for Halloween last
Friday. I went to Gyro’s costume store, Cost Plus, a
magic store, and Toys R Us. I found
nothing.
I searched all around town for a ghost costume,
specifically a "Casper the friendly the ghost" costume.
But, sadly, I had no luck.
I ended up having to go to a Halloween party with
no costume boy, did I feel dumb. I felt sad and left
out. Many of my friends were going to dress up and I
had to go as ... me! Well. I took a skateboard
I said I was a skater.
because I wanted to fit in and
but I’m already a wannabe skater, so I don’t think it
really counted.
The reason I had my heart set on being Casper was
probably because I had just seen the movie "Casper"
the night before. I fell in love with that adorable glow
worm the one I loved as a kid all over again.
And ironically. I ended up feeling like Casper on
Halloween. For one thing, I felt lonely, sad and I
needed a friend. Just as Casper wanted to be a boy
because he would scare everyone he would meet, I
wanted to be a ghost so I could fit in at the party. If
he was there, he would have been glad to switch
I’m sure.
places with me
I guess, for one night I wanted to float around and
walk through walls. Maybe try to grab a Pepsi can
through a refrigerator and say, "Oh darn," when the
can wouldn’t go through the fridge. I wanted to be
free from life’s normal hazards.
Yet, as I was at my friend’s party, staring at the
walls I couldn’t go through, I felt just like
alone and isolated. Even
Casper did
though I was at a party with my friends, I
wished I could be with that special someone. I
wished I could dance and hug that girl of my
dreams.
Before I knew it, I was dreaming about a
Cinderella-type story. I was snuggled in
my puffy chair and about to give up
when I noticed a girl with blue eyes
and a beautiful smile standing right
in front of me and my skateboard.
She was wearing pink bell-bottoms and a ’70s-type shirt. I guess,
you could say she had a costume
on, and boy did it fit her nicely.
She was gorgeous.
As I was frozen in my chair, all I
could do was sputter, "Hi." Geez, did
IWas

Newsroom Voices

The checkout clerks are watching you
often do you go into a grocery store and
How
find another shopper, with hundreds of
coupons and even more complaints, which
drive you crazy?
I work in a grocery store and I see people enter the
checkout line completely unprepared every day.
There’s always that one item that someone forgot.
Then they send their 5-year-old illiterate child to go
find Worcestershire sauce.
For these folks, and others like them, I have some
advice. I can honestly say that in my five years working
there I’ve never seen a child under the age of 10
come back with precisely the right item, so get it yourself.
If you have coupons, have them ready. If you ever
hand a checker a coupon book and make them tear
out every coupon for your $200 order you may get
hurt. If not by the clerk, a customer behind you will
do it.
It can be frustrating to be in a store that’s out of
your favorite ice cream or the beer that’s on sale at an
unbeatable price. Chances are if you yell at someone
for this, you re yelling at the wrong person, especially
if you’re talking to a bagger.
Baggers and checkers don’t order the items on the
that’s it.
shelves. They run the front end
Sometimes checkers stock shelves with whatever happens to be in the back room.
People who order work midnight to 9 a.m. or a similar schedule. If you really feel the inability to find
Cherry Garcia ice cream is the biggest dilemma in
your life, you should talk to a manager or call at
these times and talk to someone with the
answers.
If you tell a checker or someone who
sweeps the floor about it, the most we can
offer is a hug. If you ask us to leave a message or note for the night crew it will probably be lost within the hour. It will if you give
it to me, anyway.
If we’re out of an item that’s on sale,
ask for a rain check or a substitute.
We can usually find some way to
make you happy, but it’s not worth
getting upset over. It never ceases
to amaze me at how inflamed some
people can get at a grocery store.
How must these people react when
a real problem arises in their lives?
It is our job to provide excellent
customer service to everyone, but it
isn’t a go, 0 idea to ask the express

The best time to shop is late at
night. The crew is delirious after
a long day and lack of sleep.
They aren’t stressed by nearby
managers or long lines. Service
is much more likely to be of better quality and friendlier.
line checker to get something out of the back room
for you. Think before you get in line. There’s no rush
to get out of the grocery store until you put your cart
in line and there are three people behind you. If you
need help, ask someone to give you assistance or ask a
checker to find someone that can help you.
The best time to shop is late at night. The crew is
delirious after a long day and lack of sleep. They
aren’t stressed by managers or long lines. Service is
much more likely to be of better quality and friendlier.
More than 95 percent of our customers are great.
An anecdotal story about someone’s kid here or
a joke there keep the day moving quickly. We
love the regulars joke around with us late at
night and ask us how our day went.
Believe it or not, I like my job. Perhaps it’s
the money. I just thought a few people out
there might like to know why a clerk wanted
to punch them on their last shopping trip.
Charlene Cook ti a
Spartan Daily
Staff Writer

Sororities, fraternities more than sum of stereotypes
Fraternities and sororities are
usually thought of as party-animal
college groups. They are thought
of as having their values based on
superficiality. Such groups are considered to be young adults trying
to prolong their childhood, rather
than groups working on serious
social problems.
I have a different perspective. I
have been a member of a sorority
for three years. My sorority has
helped me emotionally, academically, and socially. I have learned
much by being part of the sorority.
I had a lot of personal problems
my first year at State. I was suffering due to my parent’s divorce. At
this time. I was introduced to some
of the members in the sorority.
Even though they did not know
much about me, they made me
feel like I was one of their sisters.
These were girls I could associate
with; we had much in common.
One thing I will never forget is
that they all helped me in their
own way. Many girls gave me
advice, others supported me with
my decisions, and some took my
mind off my problems. Through
my sorority. I found a new family
who was going to stick with me
through thick and thin.
In the sorority, I was able to find
academic support. There is always

Attention,
Artists!

someone who is willing to help me
out with my homework without
asking for anything in return. If
anyone is on academic probation,
the sorority will make sure that
person is spending a certain number of hours studying. The sorority
constantly reminds me that our
main goal for all of us is to graduate.
Going to school and working at
the same time makes it difficult to
meet and go out with other students on campus. Thanks to the
sorority, I have met many people.
The sorority always plans different
events, which permit its to socialize
and communicate with other colleagues. A.s a full-time student. I
need to take a break from the
books. It is good knowing I can do
this through the sorority, whether
it is at a tail-gate, a party or a
retreat.
Fraternities and sororities do
not necessarily have the best reputations. But there are so many different sororities and fraternities
that it is not fair to judge them all
the same way. I still run into old
friends who will tell me, "I can’t
believe it! You’re in a sorority?"
This shows they view such groups
in the same stereotypical way.
What surprises me is that everyone seems to hear the bad things,

The Spartan Daily is actively recruiting San Jose State artists interested in
drawing political cartoons.
Political artists should have good
drawing skills, keep up with current
events and have a strong position on
issues.
If you are interested in becoming a
Spartan Daily political cartoonist, sub-

What surprises me
is that everyone

seems to hear
the bad things,
not the good about
fraternities and
sororities.
not the good about fraternities
and sororities. Many assume their
members are not responsible, caring or academics. Someone once
asked me if I could go back in
time, would I pledge for the sorority again. Yes, I would. The sorority
has been a significant part of my
life, providing life-lasting friendships and encouragement.
J. Leticia Ramirez
Political Science

mit your cartoons at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209.
Submissions should include the artist’s
name, address and phone number.
The cartoons will be reviewed by
Spartan Daily editors and artists will be
notified by phone if their cartoons are
to be published.

I feel dumb. She giggled and asked me if I wanted to
dance. I was still motionless but in a minute or so I
realized that this was an offer I should not pass up.
After dancing until midnight and carving pumpkins with me, this lovely girl won the costume award.
My new sweetheart and I cherished the full moon and
gleamed into each others eyes with tears of happiness
really, I’m not lying.
I learned at the end of the night that you don’t
need a costume or mask to be liked, just a human
heart. We may not be able to hide from life’s tough
times or fly through walls, but we can break the walls
that hold our inner feelings inside by being ourselves
and friendly like Casper.
Well, when I woke up the next day, I realized
"Arrhhh!"
it was all just a dream
Nevertheless, I concluded that whether we’re
dreaming or not, we can’t hide behind masks
or costumes in our lives to please others. We
have to learn to be who we are and be brave
enough to endure when life might say, "Boo!’
Eddie Zacapa is a
Spartan Daily
Staff Writer

Campus View

Custodial services need their budget raised
San Jose State, just like other
public organizations, must do
more with less. This concept just
doesn’t work when applied to
bathrtx)m maintenance or plumbing.
San Jose State should increase
its custodial services’ budget and
enough to
hire more janitors
ensure campus bathroom facilities
are adequately maintained and
cleaned. These facilities are dirty,
unsanitary, and downright peivy.
If you don’t agree, take a quick
and dirty tour of the bathroom
facilities located in the Business
Building. The women’s restroom
on the second floor has reached
an all-time low. Dirty paper towels
spill over the trash receptacles and

Opinion
page
policies

Campus View

She was wearing pink bell -bottoms and a ’70s-type shirt.
I guess you could say she
had a costume on, and
boy did it fit her nicely.
She wz- 3 gorgeous.

The Spartan Daily is committed to sharing a broad range
of opinions with the community, and readers are encouraged
to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to
the
Editor
or
Campus
Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a
200-word response to an issue
or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A Campus Viewpoint is a
300- to 500-word essay (two
double spaced pages) on
current campus, political or
personal issues.
Submissions become the
property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions must be typed
or submitted on a 3.5" disk
using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always provide a
printout of the piece.
Submissions may be put in
the Letters to the Editor box at
the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall room 209,
sent by fax to (408) 9243237 or
mailed to the Spartan Daily
Forum Editor, School of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications, San Jose
State
University,
One
Washington Square, San Jose,
CA, 95192-4)149.
Editorials are written by, and
are the consensus of the
Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions do not
necessarily reflect the views of
the Spartan Daily, the School of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications or 8JSU.

onto the grimy floor; the soap dispensers are sucked dry; the toilet
liners are on the "most wanted
list"; and two of six toilets are on
the blink. The second floor men’s
bathroom is also inadequately
maintained and is constantly flood
ed. Flooding occurs so often that
students and faculty must sprint
across sewage covered corridors
just to get to class.
I’m willing to sacrifice plenty. I’ll
read textbooks that are as dry as
dust; I’ll tell my friends and family
that I don’t have the time to spend
with them; and, of course, I’ll
study, study, study. But I’m not willing to sacrifice the right to use a
clean, well-maintained bathroom.
My cry for raising the custodial

services’ budget may be met with
seemingly valid responses: "Money
more
is tight, we have to do
with less" or, "We have to streamline our operations; we have to be
lean and mean."
But you can’t clean and sanitize
more with less janitorial supplies
or staff, especially when it concerns bathrooms.
To those who hold power over
bathroom maintenance, I beg of
you: Hire more janitors and augment their budget. Do something.
Do anything. Just do more, not
less!
Cheryl Johnson
Political Science
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Re-entry Advisory Program
Brown fiAg Lunt h: St; en
Management 12noon-lp.m.
Student Union, Pacheco Rm.
Call 924-5950.

UIDE
Weekly Calendar
Catholic Campus Ministry
Noon MAW 12:05 p.m.
John XXIII Center. 195 E. San
Fernando St Call 998-1610.

TODAY

Catholic Campus Ministry
Theology Discussion 7:30p.nt.
John XXIII Center, 195 E. San
Fernando St. Call 938-1610.

Aikido Club
Weekly Meeting 9p.m.- pin.
Spartan Complex West ,
Rm. 202. Call 259-6816.
American
Society
of
Mechanical Engineers
General Meeting 12:30 _p.m. 1:30 p.m. Engineering Bldg..
Rm. AM. Call 224-3482.
Bulwer-Lytton English Society
Weekly Meeting 12:30p.m.
Faculty Office Bldg. Rm. 104
Call 4364471.
Career Center
Co-op Orientation 5:30p.m.
Student Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 924-6033.
Career Center
Graduate Study Day-Financing
Grad. School lp.m. Student
Union, Umunhum Ftm.
Call 924-6033.
Career Center
Graduate Study Day-Gaining
Info on Grad Schools
12:30p.m. Business classrooms
Bldg. Rm. 13 Call 9246033.
Career Center
Options
for
Career
Communications Studies
12:30p.m.
Student Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 924-6033.
Career Center
Graduate Study Day-Selecting
& Applying to Grad School
11:, 0a.m. Student Union,
Umunhtun Rm.
C.all 924-6033.

The Earth Day Planning
Committee
Planning Earth Day 1996
7p.m.
Environmental
Resource Center
Call 924-5467.
KSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Radio Aztlan Public Affairs
Public Affairs Programming
7 p.m. -7:30 p.m Call 955-41131.
Library Donations & Sales
Unit
Ongoing Book Sale 10a.m.-2
p.m. Donations & Sales Unit
Wahlquist Library North, Rm.
408 & Clark Lobby
Call 924-2705.
NCAA Sub-Committee On
Fiscal Integrity
Open Forum -Self-study on
Fiscal Integrity at SJSU lla.m.I p.ni. Student Union, Loma
Priem Ballroom. Call
924-4200.

THURSDAY

Asian American Christian
Fellowship
Prayer by Lester Yarnshita
7:36p.m.
Student
Union,
Costatioan kin. Call 286-6427.
Black Student Union
Weekly Meeting 6p.m.
Moulder Hall Lounge.
Call 924-6229.
Calmeca Project
Meeting 6p.m.
C:hicano Resour( e Center
Call 2943866.
Campus Crusade For Christ
Weekly Meeting 8p.tn.
Student Union, Altnaclen Rot.
Call 9247910.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Noon Mass 12:05p.m.
John XXIII Center
*Call 938-1610.
Child Development Club
Pizza Party and Meeting
4:30p.m. Central Classrooms
Building Rni.118.
Call 943-4369.
Delta Sigma Pi
Powerpoint and Windows 95
Demo by Marcus Aiu 7p
Student Union, Guadalupe
Km. Call 983-4748.

Okinawan Shorn) Ryu Karate
Club
1 : 30p. rn.-3p. m
Workout
Spartan Complex West, Rm.
202. Call 924-8977.

Korean Campus Crusade for
Christ
Group Bible Study 5:30Pm
Business Classrooms Bldg.
Rm. 209 Call 924-7933.

Recreation
Students
Association
Weekly Meeting 10a.m.
Mary S. Wiley Conference Rm.
Spartan Complex West.
11 924-3000.

KSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Radio Drama HOW 12noon1 p.m., This & That 5p.in.6p.m., Radio Aztlan Public
Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m. Call
955-4831.

Le C.ercie Francais
Free Fil,n.la Scene Ou
Crime" 7p.m. Sweeney Hall
Itm .100 Call 283-0753.
The Listening Hour
Two Beethoven Sonatas
Marina Gusak-Grin, piano &
Byung Woo Kim, violin
I 2:30p.ni.-1: I 5p.m.
Music
Building Coin el t Hall
Call 924-4631.
Meteorology Seminar Series
ii c
Nucleation
Parameterization" 12:30p m.1:30p.m Duncan Hall 613
Call 924-5200.
Okinawan Shorin Ryu Karate
Club
Workout 4p.ni.-5p.m.
Complex
West,
Spartan
Rni.202
Call 924-8977.
SJSU
Interdisciplinary
Demonstration Garden
Tending the Garden 9:30a.ni.
Central Classiooms Building
Garden Call (415) 2541348.
Spartan Christian Fellowship
Weekly Meeting 12 noon
Student Union, Ahnaden
Room Call 354-7347.
Student Health Service
Registration for November
Smoking Cessation 2:30 p.m.-4
p.m. Health Building, Rm. 210
Call 924-6117.

Entries will not be published
unless a sil)erofic time, date,
place of event and phone
number im provided.
Sparta I -nide s. t -e! And
available to modems, faculty
114 staff associations. Deadline
is 5ptn two davs before publication. Forms available at
l)BH 209. Entries may be
edited to allow tor space
restrictions

Queen Elizabeth II
gets mixed reviews
1.OS ANGELES
(AP)
sharing
Queen
Passengers
Elizabeth II’s first commercial
flight gave traveling with royalty
mixed reviews, ranging from exciting to inconvenient.
The queen stopped over in Los
Angeles Monday en route to New
Zealand for a royal tour culminating in the Commonwealth Heads
of Government meeting in
Auckland.
The queen agreed to fly Air New
Zealand at the suggestion of the
New Zealand government, which
is
hosting
the
meeting,
Buckingham Palace said last week.
The queen usually flies in an aircraft of the Royal Squadron or
charters a long-range jet. Costs for
all flights on official business are
paid by England. Her decision to
fly commercially saved British taxpayers an estimated $630,000.
"This is the first time the queen
has flown commercially," said New
Zealand Prime Minister Jim
Bolger.
Joanne Cleveland, 21, and
Joanna Hutchings, 22, both from
London and on their way to
Hawaii, were thrilled to share a
flight with royalty.
"It’s quite exciting," Cleveland
said. "It was a shame we didn’t get
to see her."
Hutchings added: "It was really
special."
Cleveland sat in the economy

The Student Pack offers you the financial
services you need most. It helps you
establish credit on your own, provides
overdraft protection. and gives you the
flexibility of using an ATM card.
When you open a Golden I Student Pack.
you’ll receive the following:
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CREDIT UNION
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OAKLAND (AP) - There
between the gum wrappers, keys
brush,
and
broken-bristled
Beatrice Esquivel found a crumpled three-week old Lotto ticket
she hadn’t checked.
Yep. Now the Alameda woman
and her husband Antonio are $8
million richer. They were the only
winners in the Oct. 7 drawing.
Their home in a working-class
area of Oakland was shuttered and
dark Monday, with the couple on
their way to parts unknown.
"She just found it Friday," said
Norma Minas, spokeswoman for
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section with the 383 other passengers, while the queen sat in first
class. Her 28-member staff sat
upstairs in business class. The
queen didn’t mingle with economv-class passengers during the
flight.
Joe Leach of Glasgow, Scotland,
said he didn’t care for flying on
the same plane with the queen
because it added up to travel
delays on his trip to Reno.
"It was a pain in the ass for
everyone. We had to be on (the
plane) a half hour before her," he
said.
A team of engineers transformed the Boeing 747-400s firstclass section into a luxurious
cabin. The 16 first-class seats were
replaced with an elegant table,
four armchairs and two beds.
The
London-to-Auckland
jumbo jet, dubbed "New Zealand
One" arrived at 6:35 p.m. The
queen spent about 1 1/2 hours at
Los Angeles International Airport,
before continuing on to Auckland.
The queen, who sat alone in the
rearranged first class section, drew
a variety of reactions from passengers.
Olwen and Terry Veasey of
Leicester, England, had no idea
the queen was on the plane.
Passengers were informed of their
travelmate at London’s Heathrow
airport, but the Veaseys didn’t get
word.

Woman finds lotto ticket
worth $8 million in purse

The Golden I Student Pack
Financial Clout For Staying
On Top Of Your World
The last thing you want to do is worry
about money. That’s why The Golden I
Credit Union designed the Student Pack.

3-
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the California Lottery. "I think
what happens is people play for
fun and entertainment, and when
you play all the time, you don’t
always check your tickets."
The Esquivels bought the ticket
at the Baker Street cookie store in
Alameda. The business will receive
a $40,000 cut.
The Esquivels will receive
$400,000 annually for the next 20
years, or about $288,000 after
taxes.
The numbers the Esquivels hit
in the Oct. 7 Lotto were 13, 20, 21,
32, 37, 42.
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Aid
From page 1
dent fees," he said
The last item eliminated has to
do with the PLUS program. The
interest rate will now remain the
same. That portion of the amendment will be a relief to parents
who borrow for their children’s
education, Ryan said.
There are still some differences.

Despite House and Senate agreement, President Clinton said he is
going to veto the bill because he
feels strongly about the direct
lending, which currently does not
affect the SJSU student loan program.
Ryan said there needs to be a
reduction to help meet the deficit.
He feels the lender and adminis-

trator costs of handling the financial aid programs. Items that
remain in the bill, are appropriate
areas to make reductions.
These reductions "will have no
direct affect on our ability to
process loans for our students. Nor
will they affect our students ability
to borrow," he said.

either Flowers or Day touch each
other.
After the incident, the Black
Student Union demanded a written apology from Day as well as his
termination as an Admissions and
Records evaluator.
"We are not surprised (that he’s
coming back)," said BSU Vice
President David Ross. "It is a slap

in the face. Actions speak louder
than words and by (Day) returning, it’s saying a lot."
Ross said SJSU President Robert
L Caret would inform BSU
regarding Day’s employment status, and he failed to do so.
Both Day and Flowers declined
to talk to the Daily.

sored by fraternities and sororities.
"There are a number of eyes
watching them," Lowe said referring to the UPD and the
Prevention Education Program.
PEP acts as a support system for
the Greeks, providing guidance
and insuring that the system runs
smoothly. It supports any endeavors the Greek system may have to
create "an excellent environment
for new members and to promote
leadership."
Although violent incidences
have decreased in the Greek system, there were eight incidents of
minors caught with alcohol, and
two incidents of drunkenness.
"Fraternity chapters are working
hard to make social events a

Li

Day
From page 1
enter.
Day would not allow Flowers to
enter because the building was
closed and called Flowers a racial
epithet. According to a report, Day
said Flowers grabbed his shoulders
to move him aside. Three witnesses said they heard Day call Flowers
the racial slur but did not see

Violence
From page 1
he,. long people’s identification.
"We close the party down when
it gets too (rowdy)," he said.
There are 12 SJSU fraternities
belonging to the National InterFraternity Conference in the IFC,
and there are five National
Panhellenic Conference sororities
belonging to the Panhellenic
Council.
Between July 1994 and October
1995 there were 199 reports filed
with UPD regarding fraternities
and sororities. Of those 199
reports, 103 were for disorderly
conduct: fighting, offensive language or excessive noise.
The university requires UPD to
be present at social events spon-

Fraternity chapters are
working hard to make
social events a healthy
atmosphere and a good
place to be.
Jo-Anne Shibles
Greek life coordinator

pp
healthy atmosphere and a good
place to be," said Jo-Anne Shibles,
coordinator of Greek life.

Pingpong
From page 1
Dons chairman.
Most of the pingpong will be
played in the evening, but the
table will be open 24 hours a day
for those who want to play.
The scheduled participants
include Delta Zeta, who participated Monday night, Alpha Omega Pi

and Kappa Delta on Tuesday,
Alpha Phi tonight and Delta
Gamma on Thursday. All fraternities and sororities have been invited to participate Friday. Gowdy
said.
"We usually average about 50
people a night," he said.
In order to raise funds for the
burn unit, Alpha Tau Omega

holds each of its approximately 60
active members responsible for
$50 worth of raffle tickets and has
accepted donations from several
corporate sponsors. This event collects an average $2,500 per year,
Heil said.
For further tournament information, call 279-9346.
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Engineer claims juror
misconduct, seeks retrial
plaintiffs admitted we had doubts, "Frankly, it didn’t occur to us, and
SAN DIEGO (AP) A former
engineer at the San Onofre we were told by those (jurors) for the judge didn’t say anything
nuclear power plant who unsuc- the defense that they had legal about the O.J. Simpson case."
Smith said her law firm contactcessfully sued the reactor’s owners experience foi the government
claiming he contracted cancer and that since we had doubt, we ed Hafen and has been trying to
during his employment, has filed a had to switch our vote. Eventually reach other jurors for corroboration.
motion for retrial alleging juror we did so."
Hafen also said in his statement
Reached Tuesday evening,
misconduct, it was announced
lawyers for Southern California that on the Saturday after the
Tuesday.
In documents filed by lawyers Edison, the primary owner, James verdict, most of the jurors
for former worker Glen James, one declined to comment because they went on a San Diego Bay cruise in
juror Al Leason’s boat.
of the jurors, Gregory Hafen, says had not seen the motion.
"Mr. Lesson stated in my presThe trial ended Oct. 4, and the
fellow jurors were influenced by
the O.J. Simpson murder trial, and original ballot from the eight-per- ence that he had made up his
used the case as a model for their son jury was 5-3 in favor of James, mind against the plaintiff early in
Hafen said. A split vote in federal the case before all the evidence
own deliberations.
was in, before jury instructions and
He stated that even though the court results in a hung jury.
On Oct. 12, the four-man, four- argument, and before deliberatrial was a civil case, the jurors used
a criminal standard of evidence. woman jury ultimately voted unan- tions, and never reconsidered or
Criminal cases require guilt imously that San Onofre was not changed his mind."
James, of Dominguez Hills,
beyond a reasonable doubt, while responsible for James’ rare form of
blamed his cancer on radioactive
civil cases require only that most of leukemia.
that went undetected
particles
acquittal
was
The 0.1 Simpson
the evidence points to wrongdohanded down on the last day of while he was a contract engineer at
ing.
Hafen claimed that juror evidence in the James trial, and San Onofre in the mid-1980s.
James’ attorneys tried a similar
Genevieve Fitzwater and other Hafen said the Simpson verdict
jurors who favored the power and reasonable doubt were dis- case against Southern California
plant owners told those leaning cussed openly in the jury room. Edison, San Diego Gas and
Combustion
and
toward James that if there was rea- Jurors also watched the verdict Electric
sonable doubt, they had to switch announcement together in the Engineering last year that ended
settleand
out-of-court
jury room one day before reaching in a mistrial
their votes.
ment after the jury deadlocked 8-2
"There was talk about the O.J. their own verdict, he said.
"It’s interesting because the in favor of a former nuclear reguSimpson verdict and reasonable
doubt," Hafen said in his state- judge did instruct them not to latory inspector.
The power plant is about 50
ment filed in federal court. "When read any articles about our trial,"
I and other jurors favoring the said James attorney Suzette Smith. miles north of San Diego.

False diagnosis, mastectomy
leads to lawsuit against doctors
Two
NEW YORK (AP)
months after a mastectomy, a
woman learned the surgery and
her cancer diagnosis were both a
mistake. She’s suing five doctors
and a hospital for an undisclosed
amount, citing emotional devastation.
"It’s a nightmare," the 50-yearold woman said in a statement
released Tuesday by her lawyer.
man, woman or
"No patient
child should be intimidated by
doctors."
The lawsuit filed Monday
Queens
against
Western
Community Hospital and the doctors said a biopsy performed at the
hospital in June showed she had

breast cancer. She was advised to
have her right breast removed.
The woman, a married mother
of two, received a second opinion,
but that doctor, Dr. Pan tagiotis
Manolas, relied on the same
pathology report rather than
ordering an independent test. The
outcome confirmed the initial
diagnosis, the lawsuit said.
Two months after the July 10
operation, her surgeon, Dr. Nabil
Megally, and the hospital’s medical
director, Dr. Arthur Gualtieri, told
her it had all been a mistake.
"She’s been devastated," said
the woman’s attorney, Alan L.
Fuchsberg. "At this time she can’t
really even cope with this. ... She

can’t even look at herself in the
mirror."
The identity of the woman, a
city Board of Education cafeteria
worker, wasn’t disclosed. She is
seeking an unspecified amount of
money in damages.
Megally said it had been "a
pathological error, an error in
reading slides. Based on that
report, I advised the correct surgicaliDrocedure for the disease."
The state Supreme Court lawsuit
was filed against Manolas, Megally,
Gualtieri and the pathologists, Drs.
Alfredo LaPorta and Nafees Khan
Pervez.
The hospital did not immediately return a phone call Tuesday.

Motorcycle lawyer of daytime TV fame suspended by bar
London

LOS ANGELES (AP) John
Riley, the self-proclaimed "motorcycle lawyer" who advertises heavily
on daytime television in Southern
California, was suspended by the
State Bar for three months for
alleged ethical violations against a
client, doctors and other lawyers.
It was the second suspension this
year for the Pasadena-based lawyer,
who has earned local fame and
for
scorn from other attorneys
his commercials featuring testimo-
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nials that critics say imply that
unhurt or only slightly injured
motorcycle accident victims can
reap big settlements for little or no
pain.
His two suspensions, however,
stemmed not from the commercials but from his business practices. The latest suspension, an 89day ban from practicing law, was
imposed in May and was revealed
recently in the State Bar’s bi-weekly
announcement of lawyer disci-

pline.
The ruling cites cases in which
Riley allegedly failed to pay in a
timely fashion bills of $1,331 and
$450 on behalf of clients to two
doctors, allegedly stopped payment on a $9,496 check to another
attorney for work on a case, and
allegedly failed to obtain written
consent from a client in a motor
scooter accident.
At the time of his suspension,
Riley was already under three-

Wesley noted in a 33-page ruling
that Riley has been accused for
nearly a decade of failing to
promptly pay doctors bills out of
client settlements and that Riley
"could have learned what his ethical obligations were with minimal
research."
The court also dismissed Riley’s
contention that he was being singled out by the Bar because of his
’fame and success."

High school is melting pot, representing 30 counties, 24 languages
NORTH HIGHLANDS, Calif.
The math students were
(AP)
laboring over fractions.
Two girls from Mien tribes in
Laos helped a newcomer from
Vietnam. A Panamanian boy chatted in rapid Spanish with his seat-

The Law
School
Experience

mates from Mexico. Teacher
Vladimir Gavrilov, a native of
Latvia, answered a Russian student’s question in that language,
then scolded a noisy Armenian boy
in heavily accented English: "You
should sit down. Your discipline is
bad."
Divide 23 high school students
by the 10 countries they come
from, add a babble of languages
and what do you get?
Success, their teacher says.
"Some of these kids start with no

school background at all," Gavrilov
said, then added proudly, "Still, all
my students from last year who
took the math proficiency test
passed it."
Amid the tract houses of suburban Sacramento sits a school
named Highlands High. But with
pupils from 30 countries speaking
24 languages, you could call it
Melting Pot High.
Highlands High, where the mascot is the Scot, has 1,407 students,
including immigrants from Russia,
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years’ probation for a number of
alleged offenses, including collection of an illegal fee and reckless
and intentional failure to perform
competently. For the earlier
alleged wrongdoing, Riley was suspended in January for 90 days.
Riley was unavailable for comment. A message left at his office
seeking comment was not
returned.
In the latest disciplinary action,
State Bar Court Judge David S.
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Ukraine, Laos, Vietnam, Thailand,
Romania, Japan, the Middle East,
Panama, Samoa, Moldova, Mexico,
India and the Philippines.
Some 200 recent arrivals to the
United States are taught with the
help of aides and fellow Highlands
students to deal with the academic
and social rigors of high school.
The school doesn’t recruit
teachers from foreign countries,
but has five foreign-born aides
two Russians and three from Asian
countries some of whom can
teach in their own countries but
haven’t met California’s qualifications yet.
Gavrilov is the only immigrant
teacher, a physicist who taught
graduate students before he came
to the United States two years ago.
His students’ English ranged
the
from nearly fluent
Armenian boy, who has lived in
this country for five years to
almost nil, as in the case of two
girls, one from Laos, one from
Mexico, who didn’t understand

the cLuestion: "Where are you
from?
Highlands High is not unusual
for having a large percentage of
students who don’t speak English
as a native language, said Norm
Gold, manager for bilingual compliance for the state Department
of Education.
percent
of
Twenty-four
California’s 5.3 million students
in
proficiency
have limited
English. Spanish is the language of
78 percent of them, Gold said.
It’s the variety of tongues that
sets Highlands apart: Arabic,
Armenian, Cantonese, Estonian,
Farsi-Persian, Hindi, Hmong,
Hungarian, Japanese, Korean,
Lao, Pilipino-Tagalog, Polish,
Portuguese, Punjabi, Romanian,
Spanish,
Samoan,
Russian,
Thai,
Tongan,
Taiwanese,
Ukrainian and Vietnamese.
The fast-growing Sacramento
area became popular with immigrants because of its mild climate
and lower cost of living.
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Happy ending
Soccer team takes
the Tigers by the
tail in season finale

By Shawna Glynn

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

It was an evening that began with
a ceremony of goodbyes for graduating senior players. Flower bouquets were placed in the arms of
women who will be remembered
as the first to play on an SJSU
women’s soccer team.
And they were hungry for
revenge, anxious to play the last
game of their season. The Spartans
had lost to the Tigers back in
September and had winning on
their minds.
But it was not an easy win for the
Spartans (10-6). The Tigers (8-82), with only twenty-five seconds
left on the clock in the second
half, sent the game into two nonsudden-death overtime periods.
The tension was thick, as both
teams battled for victory.
Spartan’s Forward Michelle
Vargas was the first player to score,
claiming 14 goals for the season
and a 1-0 lead in the first half.
Both teams played a vicious
game filled with pushing, shoving,
tripping and holding, which ultimately got Spartan midfielders
Katy Doyle and Karol Kay and
defender Florie Sul, yellow card
warnings for dangerous misconduct on the playing field.
In the second half, forward Dina

Schindler scored the Spartan’s second point of the game, her fourth
of the season, giving the team a 2-0
lead over the Tigers.
Victory seemed to be a sure
thing for the Spartans, but with
only four minutes remaining on
the scoreboard, Tiger’s forward
Megan Karen kicked the ball past
Cristin
SJSU’s
goalkeeper
Rossman.
With only twenty-five seconds
left, Tiger’s defender Shaman
Boulware tied the game 2-2.
In the first fifteen-minute overtime period and after multiple
saves by Rossman, it looked as
though the game would end in a
tie. But the last two minutes of the
second overtime period proved
otherwise.
Assisted by Doyle, forward
Stephanie Wilson kicked the ball
into the net to win the game 3-2,
the eighth home game won by the
Spartans. It was a sweet success for
all, except the Tigers. While the
Spartans huddled around Wilson
in
celebration,
the Tigers
expressed disappointment.
"I cannot believe I scored the
winning point, I don’t know howl
did it, it just kind of happened,"
Wilson said.
This was Wilson’s third goal of
the season. Wilson said she will not
be returning to the team next year
so she can concentrate harder on
her studies.
Head Coach, Philippe Blin was
very proud of the team for Monday
night’s victory and the season in
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Amy Tong, 18, hugs Stephanie Wilson after Wilson scored the winning
University of the Pacific. The Spartans won 3-2.
general. "I am very proud of the teen games this season, was ecstatic
girls and very proud of Stephanie over the victorious tiebreaker.
(Wilson). We have had an out"This was such an awesome
standing first season and an out- game," Rossman said. "It hasn’t
standing last game. I wanted kicked in yet, but all I can say is it
was the best. We wanted to beat
tonight’s win so bad," Blin said.
An emotional Rossman, who has Pacific, actually, we had to beat
had 70 saves as goalkeeper in fif- them and we did.’

Rossman who is a senior will not
be returning to the team next season.
"We have really worked hard this
year and I think we deserved to
win," said Schindler.
Blin said he is looking forward
to the next season. The Spartans

Making magic on the field
As a person she’s outstanding. She’s not
individualistic. She wants the team to win.

By Kamilah A. Boone

Philippe Blin

Monica
OAKLAND (AP)
Seles withdrew Tuesday from the
Bank of the West Classic, citing
pain from tendinitis in her left
knee.
Seles, who has experienced
knee pain since her return to professional tennis this summer, first
at the Canadian Open and then
the U.S. Open, said she developed
new problems this week because of
her lack of practice and conditioning on indoor courts.
"I haven’t practiced on this surface for a long time, and that
might have made it worse," she
Seles, co-ranked No. 1 in the
world along with Steffi Graf, said
the pain first started before an
exhibition match earlier this year
in Atlantic City. She pulled out of
the Bank of the West because she
didn’t want the injury to continue
into 1996.
"I played on it when it was hurting, and I shouldn’t have done
that," she said.
Seles also is pulling out of next
week’s WTA Tour event in
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VARGAS
younger players because of her dedication to soccer and strong team
spirit.
"As a person she’s outstanding,"
he said. "She’s not individualistic.
She wants the team to win."
Even when she scored her second
hat trick of the season, she didn’t forget the efforts of her teammates.
"It’s a team effort, not just me,"
she said. "I did score, but it took
everybody for me to score. It went
through 11 people and 11 people
won that game."
Vargas attributes much of her skill
as a soccer player to her father, and
the help he has given her over the
years. She has been playing soccer
on a team since she was four, and is a
member of a close-knit family of socher brother used to
cer players
play, and her father still does.
"ISly father started me out young,
and that helped because I started
doing the right techniques at a
young age," Vargas said. "So when I
was older, I already had the good
habits that I needed."
Although she said her father is her
after each game they
best coach
go home and review her performanceVargas enjoys working with

Philadelphia and does not know if
she will be able to play in the seaTour
417A
son-ending
Championships in New York Nov.
13-19.
"If it (the knee) is going to hurt,
I will not, but if it’s OK, I will try
it," she said.
Seles practiced Tuesday morning at the Oakland Coliseum
Arena for the $430,000 Bank of
the West tournament, experienced
slight pain and cut the session
short. She informed tour officials
in the afternoon that she was withdrawing.
As the top seed, Seles was not
scheduled to play until Wednesday
night.
She said she was disappointed to
miss the Bank of the West, which
she won in 1990 and 1992.
"You don’t know how hard it was
for me to decide this," she said.
Seles returned to tennis with
much fanfare after missing two
years to recover both physically
and mentally from her stabbing at
the hands of a crazed tennis fan
during a match in Hamburg.
Germany, in April 1993.
She was in top form from the
start, capturing the Canadian
Open in August, then advancing
to the women’s final of the U.S.
Open where she lost to Graf.

STUDENT
TRAVEL

"He’s the bestbesides my dad.*
she said. "He makes us (the teani
have fun out there. In soccer it’s
important to be competitive, but he
doesn’t stress winning; he wants us to
go out there and do our best. If we
play well but lose, it’s OK. He has a
great attitude."
Besides soccer, another important
aspect of Vargas’ life is her family.
Every day after practice, she drives
over to her grandmother’s house to
visit, and they go to Vargas’ parents
house for the family dinner.
Because her family is so close knit,
Vargas decided to come to SJSU
after graduating from De Anza
because she wanted to stay close to
home. Little did she realize that she
would be playing on SJSU’s first
women’s soccer team.
"It’s great," she said of being on
the first women’s soccer team. "I
really like it because it’s something I
can say to my kids."
Although she does spend a great
deal of time with her family, soccer
remains a high priority in her life.
"It’s a very big part of my life," she
said. "More now than ever before, I
focus a lot. The night before a game
and the day of the game. 1 think
about the game so much."

Seles withdraws from tennis classic
Tennis player
complains about
tenclinitis in knee

PHOTO BY CARLOS GONZALEZ

SJSU soccer head coach

Spartan Datl, Staff Writrr

Ever since she began to talk,
Michelle Vargas has loved the game
of soccer. When she was a year and a
half, her father would throw a ball to
her and she would hit it with her
head. Even her first word was "ball."
Vargas, now a 21 -year-old junior, is
the top scorer on the SJSU women’s
soccer team. She’s also had two hattricks three points in one game.
In spite of her accomplishments the
child development major doesn’t let
it go to her head.
"I don’t consider myself one of the
best," she said. "We’re just all good
people playing well, and I’m up
front, so I happen to score.
"I have confidence in my teammates," she continued. "If I see a
shot that I don’t have a very good
chance of making and I see another
girl who has a better chance, I’ll pass
it to her."
Her teammate Suzanne Cumine,
who also played with Vargas at De
Anza College, agreed.
"She’s an excellent team player,"
Cumine said. "She knows when to
hold it and when to shoot whatever is good for the team."
Cumine also thinks Vargas has a
positive effect on the team.
"She’s always motivated," she said.
"She brings you ue. She’s also humble, which is great.
Philippe Blin, head coach of the
women’s soccer team, feels that
Vargas is a good role model for

will join the Western Athletic
Conference and will begin training
in the Spring of 1996.
"We will have plenty of time
before the next season begins to
practice," Blin said. "We will work
hard on our technique."
SJSU forward Michelle
Vargas stops the ball with
her body during the last
women’s soccer game of
the season Monday. In addition to scoring the first goal
of Monday’s game, Vargas
leads the Spartans with 14
goals for the season.
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Vargas propels
soccer team to a
winning season
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goal late in the second overtime period in Mondays game against

Seles, who lives in Sarasota, Fla..
has not played in a tournament
since the U.S. Open. The Bank of
the West was to be her first indoor
event since her return.
The 21 -year-old said she practiced only about a week in preparation for Oakland because she
wanted to take it easy on the knee.
The pain was sporadic, she said,
but its presence still concerned
her.
"Let’s say the knee was l(t) percent hurting me at the Open. Now,
it’s about 45 percent." she said.
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TODAY:

II Men’s soccer at Saint Mary’s,
2.30 p.m.

FRIDAY:
WOmen’s volleyball vs UC
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Santa Barbara, Event Center.
730pm.
Womerfs swimming, Pacific
Invitational in Stockton.

SuNDAY

THURSDO

All students admitted tree to home
games with valid 5..15ll student ID.
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INTERNSHIPS

THU:
FRI:
SAT:
SUN;

ENTERPRISE, America’s industry leader, is offering paid internships
for JUNIORS or SENIORS to work in our San Jose offices.
Responsibilities will include customer service, sales, marketng and
administrative duties. Ideal candidates wl have work experience in
customer service, sales or fast-paced retail. We are looking for
enthusiastic, people-oriented individuals to join our winning team.

Enterprise has an excellent Management Trainee Program for college graduates and it is possible to use internship experience to step
into this program upon graduation. For immediate consideration, call
Human Resources at: 408-467-1300 or send resume to 226 Airport
Perkway, Suite 600, San Jose, CA 95110.

Enterprise
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Concerns are aired about Lungren’s fund-raisers
FRESNO (AP) A major contributor to Attorne% General Dan
Lungren is an industrial waste
hauler recently sued b% the attorney general’s office, the Los
Angeles Times reported Tuesday.
The newspaper said William
Shubin, who has agreed to pay
hundreds of thousands of dollars
to settle two cases of illegal dumping and storage of toxics. has
pledged to purchase $2,500 worth
of tickets at Lungren’s $250-a-plate
event next month.
Shubin reportedly is in the
midst of working out the final
details of his settlement with the
attorney general’s office.
conservative
Lungren,
a
Republican and former congress-

man, intends to run for governor
in 1998, and planned the Nov. 30
fund-raiser in Fr esno as part of his
exploratory campaign.
The newspaper said Shubin and
his wife, Martha, who are listed as
table sponsors of the fund-raiser,
own Thrifty Best Pumping Service
based in Fresno County. The company handles industrial waste and
noxious grease from hundreds of
restaurants and grocery stores in
California and Nevada.
"We try to be as careful as we
can, but we can’t know everything
about everybody," Kimberley
Peters, one of the financial directors of Lungren’s campaign, told
the Times. "Our campaign manager looked over the list of hosts, but

We try to be as careful as we can, but we can’t know
everything about everybody.
Kirnbetiey Peters
Lungren’s campaign finanacial director

PP
she probably doesn’t know people
in Fresno that well."
In 1994, as Thrifty Best was having numerous run-ins with local
and state agencies, the Shubins
donated $1,00 to Lungren’s reelection campaign, records show.
’We’ve been supporters of Dan for

a lot of years now," Andy Shubin,
their son and company vice president, told the Times.
In 1993, Thrifty Best was
accused of operating without permits and illegally disposing of
untreated sewage and other wastes
at eight sites in Fresno County.

In a lawsuit against Shubin to
recover damages, Fresno County
officials pushed for a $1.2-million
settlement. In a controversial decision in July, three county supervisors who had taken political donations from Shubin voted to settle
the case for $150,000.
In a separate legal action involving the illegal storage and transportation of cancer-causing farm
chemicals, the attorney general’s
office and Tulare County prosecutors sought to recover civil penalties and cleanup costs from
Shubin.
That case involved a railroad
boxcar on Shubin’s property that
was filled with a volatile mix of illegal pesticides and herbicides.

Local and state prosecutors alleged
that Shubin transported the leaky
boxcar to a friends farm in Tulare
County in October, 1992, after
authorities raised questions about
its contents.
Earlier this month, a few weeks
after Shubin signed on as a table
sponsor for Lungren’s Nov. 30 dinner here, the attorney general’s
office and Tulare County prosecutors agreed on an eleventh-hour
settlement that will allow Shubin to
avoid trial.
Instead, he will pay a total of
more than $175,000 to the state
for its cleanup costs and to Tulare
County for civil penalties and
investigative costs.

Children’s reader is tilted to pro-tabacco view, study says
The Weekly
SAN DIEGO (AP)
Reader spread tobacco industry views and
Joe Camel’s image to millions of elementary’ schoolchildren and was far less likely
than a competing newsletter to include
health warnings, a University of California
study shows.
At the time the articles appeared, from
1989 to 1994, the Weekly Reader’s owner
was the largest shareholder in RJR
Nabisco, the creator ofJoe Camel, the cartoon mascot for Camel cigarettes. It has
since sold its interest.
In October 1994, health advocates

attacked the Weekly Reader over an article
for youngsters that discussed smokers’
rights and the harm to the industry from
smoking restrictions. The article said nothing about smoking as a cause of lung cancer and heart disease.
Following that uproar, researchers at
the University of California, San Francisco
analyzed 34 articles from the Weekly
Reader dealing with smoking. For comparison, they analyzed 28 from another
school newsletter, Scholastic News, which
is published by a family-owned company.
In the Weekly Reader, 68 percent of the

articles included tobacco industry views
and only 38 percent carried a clear message against smoking. In Scholastic News,
only 32 percent of articles included industry views and 79 percent carried anti-smoking warnings.
"Weekly Reader’s interest in presenting
both sides of an argument can often lead
to ambiguity, similar to the ambiguity promoted by the tobacco industry," said
Stanton Glantz, one of the study’s authors.
"They’re reinforcing the industry’s message.
The principal researcher, Edith Balbach

of the University of California, San
Francisco, said: "Weekly Reader needs to
change its editorial policy. "They’re certainly not helping kids not to smoke."
The researchers presented their findings Monday at the annual meeting of the
American Public Health Association,
John Pierce, director of the cancer prevention center at the University of
California, San Diego, said: "It’s a serious
concern that something with such widespread inroads into kids lives is basically a
marketing effort for the industry."
Sandra Maccarone, Weekly Reader’s

editor in chief, was traveling and could not
be reached for comment and no one else
at the company could comment on the
study, Maccarone’s office said.
Balbach expressed particular concern
over an article for sixth-graders on
whether the notorious Joe Camel is
encouraging kids to smoke. Research has
shown that Joe Camel is as familiar to children as Mickey Mouse, and that Camel cigarettes have increased in popularity
among teen-agers since the Joe Camel
campaign began.

Radioactive pollutants may affect proposed nuclear waste dump site
NEEDLES, Calif kAP) High levels of
radioactive pollutants in desert sands near
a Nevada waste dump could have important implications for the proposed Ward
Valley nuclear dump, scientists said.
Two members of a National Academy of
Sciences panel sent a letter Monday to
U.S. Intenor Secretary Bruce Babbitt urging a renewed commitment to require
additional tests at Ward Valley and Beatty,
Nev.
The panel, created to study the safety of

the Ward Valley site, learned this month of
year-old evidence that the desert may not
be the safest place to bury radioactive
debris because of migration through arid
terrain.
"The philosophy of these sites is that
you have such large, thick zones of impermeable sediments that they trap any moisture moving through," said panel member
Martin D. Mifflin, author of the letter.
"But if that’s not happening, we are kidding ourselves that we have an environ-
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Hirsch, a leader of the campaign against
the Ward Valley project.
The findings by Interior Department
hydrologist David Prudic did not come to
light instil last week, Hirsch said, when he
asked Prudic if there was any additional
Beatty research material that might apply
to Ward Valley.
"The significance of the Beatty findings
is that we don’t understand how the tritium moved as far as it did," Hirsch said
Monday.

you just have to take ownership for when they pulled into their garage
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Janette and Greig Fennel are talk- your personal safety," said Greig just before midnight.
Immediately, they were coning about their harrowing experi- Fennel, 46.
His wife, 41, was just happy to be fronted by thieves who forced
ence at the hands of two kidnapthem into the trunk. The thieves
pers to warts other people that no safe at home with her son.
"I was praying and praying. I then hopped in the car, and took
one is safe.
The couple were abducted from didn’t care what happened to me, off but not before removing
the garage at their home in Pacific just that he’d be okay," Mrs. Alexander from the back seat and
placing him in a foyer outside the
Heights on Saturday night. Their Fennel said.
The Fennels gave police the fol- Fennels’ home.
9-month-old son, Alexander, was
After robbing the Fennels of
lowing account:
left behind on the doorstep.
Young Alexander was asleep in $200 in cash and some $5,000 in
"If any lesson comes out of this,
I hope it is that people will realize the back of the couple’s Lexus jewelry, the thieves fled, leaving the

Decide for Yourself!
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couple in the car. By I a.m.
Saturday, the had couple managed
to pop open the trunk, escape and
telephone police.
Minutes later, officers found
Alexander safe in the foyer.
Since this happened, the media
slant on it has been that if you live
in Pacific Heights, you should feel
safe," Mrs. Fennel said. "We say it
doesn’t matter where you live."
The thieves remained on the
loose Monday.

Stolen ashes prevent family burial plans

It your dream is to become a medical doctor, don’t
let someone else decide you can’t do it. Decide forrn
yourself! Call us today to find out what your options
are at the UAG.

Call now for information!
1 -800-2-REVIEW
nith
S or Priniconn Unuersity.
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feet above the water table.
Initially found in April 1994, the results
were not revealed to the National
Academy panel that assembled in July of
that year to investigate the suitability of the
Ward Valley site.
The panel gave a qualified endorsement
of the site in May after a nine-month
review.
"This appears to be an astonishing
cover-up of a matter that could affect the
safety of millions of people," said Daniel

Pacific Heights couple thankful after carjacking ordeal

.
THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

ment that acts as a good barrier against
the migration of buned waste," Mifflin, a
hydrologist, continued.
Ward Valley is 30 miles west of the
California-Arizona border town of
Needles. Opponents of the proposed
dump fear waste could leach into the
water table and the nearby Colorado River,
a major drinking water source.
Tntium and carbon-14 were discovered
near the Beatty dump site. Tritium was
found 357 feet below the surface, about 10

8 0 0 - 5 3 1 - 5 4 9 4
Universidad AutOnoma
de Guadalajara:
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE:

UNION CITY (AP) Living in
his car and too poor to buy an urn,
the brother of Frank Munoz kept
his sibling’s ashes in a white box
on the back seat for 21 months,
intending to bury the remains
next to their mother.
But on Monday, when he
returned to his car from his construction job, the box of ashes was
gone, along with a photo of the
elder brother drinking a beer during livelier times.
The embarrassed younger
brother, who asked that his name

not be printed, said he watched
but could find neither the box nor
some clothes that were also taken.
The theft ruined his Halloween
plans to sneak into Chapel of
the Chimes Memorial Park and
bury his brother beside his mother’s grave.
"I was going to go and bury him
there myself for my Halloween.
Buy a 12-pack and hope I didn’t
get busted. I needed to bury him.
But I waited too long," he said.
The younger brother is pleading
for the return of the box.
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Tyson fight canceled; former champ out for four to six weeks

LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AY) Mike Tyson fractured his right
thumb and postponed Saturday
night’s fight with Buster Mathis
Jr., an injury that will sideline the
former heavyweight champion
four to six weeks.
"This is a really serious setback," Iron said Tuesday night
at a news conference at the MGM
Grand. where the fight was to
have been held. "I was really
anticipating this fight.’
Tyson initially injured his
thumb about three weeks ago
and aggravated the injury the last

few days.
Tyson’s
doctors.
Gerald
Higgins and Gary Marrone, notified the hotel at 4:10 p.m.. Tyson
would not be able to fight.
"The break is in the thumb
between the main joint and the
tip of the thumb," said Marrone,
who confirmed the injury would
take up to six weeks to heal.
Alex Yemenidjian, chief operating officer of the MGM Grand,
said the entire Saturday night
card was off. It was to have included three world championship
bouts.

Marrone said Tyson injured the
thumb about three week. ago
and saw Marrone and Higgins
about two weeks ago. Marrone
said he and Higgins thought the
injury possibly could heal in time
for the fight, but X-rays Tuesday
"showed that the fracture that
had begun to heal had refractured."
Tyson reinjured the thumb
Monday or Tuesday- he sparred
both days. Asked why he did not
call off the fight when he first
injured the thumb, he said: "I
thought I could sneak through. I

get paid to fight.’
Tyson’s purse was to have been
$10 million. Mathis was to get

$800,000.

’He said he wanted to fight no
matter what,’ Higgins said. ’In all
morality, we can’t let him participate in this fight."
At a news conference earlier in
the day, Tyson was upbeat arid
confident of an easy victory.
"I feel good, 1 feel happy," he
said. "Everybody knows I m going
to do my thing. I’m looking forward to this. I’m going to burn."
Mathis, a 20-1 underdog, was

suspicious of the former champion s sore hand.
"I call it a fake," he said. "I
don’t think Mike is hurt."
Jay Bright, Tyson’s trainer, hinted at the time there may be more
to the injury than first thought.
"What we have to do is follow
the doctor’s orders," he said without elaborating.
John Horne, Tyson’s co-manager, said Mathis is wider contract
to fight Tyson and the bout will
be held on the Fox network,
which was to have telecast
Saturday night’s bout. Fox had no
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FAST FUNDRAISER 460 S. 10TH ST. Carport and Raise $500 in 5 days Greeks,
laundry. 2 bdrm. $650-$700 mo. groups. cibs, mcOdated
Manager: 776-0134, Apt. 10.
Fast, easy -No financial obligation.
1-800-862-1982 ext. 33.
LOOKING FOR TEMPORARY
housing? Must sublease 1 Bdrm
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Apt. for 2-3 months. Cute & clean.
Only $57.00 per year.
In very nice complex near park in
Save 30% 60%
Sunnyvale. Call 408-481-9267.
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH APT. 2
blocks front school, approx 1100
sq. ft. $950.00. Secured underOPPORTUNITIES
ground parking is available.
Call 378-1409. Won’t last!!!
NO FEARIII MULTI -MILLION LI
environmental company seeks
five intense individuals for bay
SUMMERWIND
THE LARGEST 2 & 3 BEDROOM area expansion. Full or part-time,
APARTMENT HOMES !NINE AREA! full-time training. To arrange for
an interview. call Nanda Holz at
1,000 to 1.400 sq. ft.
4083587711.
W/D hook ups
Huge Clubhouse
FANTASTC INCOME opporbinity
Resident activities
distributing wild-grown. organic
Minutes to campus
products. 12-yr-old company
2 Swimming pools
Racquetball &Tennis Courts is industry leader. Easy, turnkey
marketing plan can earn you
Basketball Courts
Rents from $825.00 month! substantial income quickly,
108-279-2300
part-time. Lots of support!
For FREE AUDIO TAPE call
408264-7871(24 hour message).
2 BDRIK APARTABIT $750/1010.
building
Security type
REPRINT RIGHTS YOU CAN SELL
Secure Parking
NOW! Over 600 ’How-to Books,
Close In
Reports & Guides’ Valued $845.
Modern Building
On Windows CD ROM. Just $99,
Free Basic Cable service
(includes S&H&T) Call 24 hrs.
Laundry Room
1-800.241-9229 VIsa/MC/AmExp.
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.
790 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm/2 ba. Very clean.
Security type bldg. Laundry. Cable
available. Ample parking. Quiet
with good neighbors. Walk or hde
bike to school. Responsive
management. We take advance
deposits. $745- $795/month.
Call 288-9157.

SHARED HOUSING
NEED FEMALE TO SHARE nice &
quiet 2 bdrm/2 bath apt. Spa &
pool Near SJSU. Call 972-5797.
FURNISHED ROOM. N/S, no pet.
280/Saatoga S450/mo. Dep $330.
Arai. 11/1/95. Lucy -40E17778775.
EVERGREEN AREA ROOM
for rent. $400. + utilities. Call
238-2626, ask for Henry.
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ROOM FOR RENT IN BEAUTIFUL
Willow Glen Home. Garage space,
kit./bath priv. Clean & quiet. N/S.
No pets. Prefer female faculty/
staff/grad. student Ews: 286E921
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Si NAGLEE PK, Post-Victorian.
Immaculate 2 BR/2BA + opt. 3rd
BR/Den, large LR/DR, remod.
kit., hardwood floors, landscaped
yard/patio, walk to campus.
5379K. Call Peter Uzzi 999-0900.
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax.
Repo’s, RECrs. Your Area. Toll
Free 1-800.8989778 Ext. 142236
for current listings.

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when malting
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services
In addition, readers should
carefuNy Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
arcoupons for discount
%vocations or merchandise.

CASHIER/COUNTER HELP Nadal
Day & evening shifts, weekdays &
weekends. Mountain Mikes Pizza,
2011 Naglee Ave. 51 280-5070.
WEDLEND JOB Sat. 8 Stn. 8 am12. Assist healthy, active. disabled person w/personal care,
cooking. cleaning. Can train.
Questions? 408.364.0303.
SEEKING SHARP INDIVIDUALS to
market prepaid long distance
phone cards. Possible $2000.+
mo. part-time. For more info call
408997-6235.
NO EXPERIENCE? WE’RE HIRING!
Greeters/Bussers/Servers P/T
The Old Spaghetti Factory
51 N. San Pedro. Apply in person.
ACCOUNTING INTERN. Local CPA
firm needs top student accounting
major who has ccrnpleted first sernes
ter of Interm. Actg.. strong comp.:ter
skills- to assist wrth automated trial
balanCe/hoficater Program, develop
graphics-based financial present&
bons & spreadsheet apolicaticris. 10
20 trs/wk-fferible. Call Jan Peri sro
or Kathy Baker at 4084532828.
CHILDCARE ASST. For Los Gatos
health Club. Flexible hours,
8:30am 1:00pm, Mon. -Sat.
Contact Joyce at 408-358-1967.
MUSIC MINDED, OUTGOING, and
responsible students wanted for
DJ work for multi system co. Must
be available of Fn. and Sat. and
have own car. Will train if you’ve
got what it takes. 408.270.1249.
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
wanted. Must be energetic. have
a professional customer service
attitude, & have neat appearance.
Be a valet for weddings, exclusive
private parties, and on.goIng locations in Los Gatos area. P/T
weekends. $5.75/hr + Tips. Poss.
F/T management opportunities.
Call Mike at 510-866-7275.
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE.
part-time, am/pm shifts. Serving
Downtown SanJose. NMI’, person.
22 West Saint John, San Jose.
ATHLETIC MINDED!!!
Perfect Student Work. Team
atmosphere. 408-654-9635.
TUTORS NEEDED. EARN $10115
per hour. We get students to
call you. Call Jack 227-6685.

PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST
Downtown’ Si Law Firm has immediate opening for P-T receptionist
Bam-12noon, M-F. Must speak
some Spansh. Need scrnecanputer,
phone & clerical experience. Good
interpersonal and organizational
skills. Please apply in person at
96 N. 3rd St. 500, between
9am-4pm M-F.

$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
Wilt scneth..ico rx.reases
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Full-time or Part-time
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
FULL TRAINING
EXCELLENT BENEFTTS
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
Medical/Dental Insurance
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
Apply: Mon. Fh. 8am 5pm,
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Near 101 at San Tomas Expressway

SEEKING NEW FACES. Males
& females for Promotions in
Bay Area, now thru Dec. on
Fri -Sat -Sun. Trade Shows,
Print & more. 408-3785590. SUBSTITUTES-FLEXIBLE HOURS.
Small World Schools is hiring
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
substitute teachers for our 14
for egg donation. Desperate preschool & school-age daycare
Asian couples need your help programs. 6-12 units in Ea, Rec.
to conceive. Can you help? Psych. Soc. Or Ed required. Exp.
Ages 21-30, healthy and preferred. This is a great position
responsible. Generous stipend for students. We cart work around
and expenses paid. Please call your school schedule even if
WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
you are only available 1 or 2
aft e rn oons. Cal 379-3200 ext. 21.
PART-TIMERS WANTED!! Deluxe
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
Corporation is looking for Telephone Order Clerks. Accurate, FT/PT positions w/infants, todDetail Oriented, Team Players with dlers, preschool and school age.
Good Communication Skills a Great advancement and growth
MUST! 12-6pm 4 days a week oppty. Good benefits. Immed.
plus Sat. 9-4pm. 25-38 hrs. a openings. ECE + exper. preferred.
week. Also looking for production Call Action Day Nurseries.
408-867-4515.
workers day/graveyard. Apply
in person. M -F, 7:30-3:00pm.
1551 Del Ave. Campbell.
SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Corporate Sites. Top Pay!
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT -Students
Too many benefits to list!
Needed! Fisning Industry. Earn up
to 53.000-56.000+ per month. Dai. Swing Grave Shifts, F/T & P/T.
Room and Board! Transportation! Cal cr aeply it per’sm. MornSun 7.7.
Male or Female. No experience 4C8-286-5880. 5550 Merrier, Ase.
berm. San Cabs and Parkmoor,
necessary. Call 1-206-545-4155
behrid the Cad aid Party Store.
ext A60411.
TEACHERS/AIDES
100 great children are looking for
a few great teachers. Teachers &
aides are needed for Campbell
before & after school-age program.
FT and PT positions available.
Excellent salary & benefits. Please
Call Laura 408-370-2143. EOE.

EARN EXTRA CASH it
up to $120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males. 1934 years old.
UnN. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900. M-F, 8-5pm.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up
to $2,0004-/month. World travel.
SSS DELNERY DRIVERS S$S
Seasonal & full-time positions. No
Restaurant Food Service.
Excellent part-time job.
asp necessary. For info. call
1-206-6340468 ext. C60411.
Earn $9 to $11 per hour.
Flexible day and evening hours.
Require ch..rt car + good DMV +
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
San Jose aCupertino area. Call Earn to 525.00/hr salary + tips.
TAKECUT TAXI 369-9400 after 5an. Students needed it the immediate
sea. FUI-time/part-time openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
$35,000/YR. INCOME
potential. Reading books. Toll International Bartenders School.
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. R$40,000/YR INCOME
2236 for details.
potential. Home Typists/PC
DAYCARE TEACHERS. Small users. Toll Free 1-800-898World Schools is hiring teachers 9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings.
for our school-age daycare proTELEMARKETING
grams. 6-12 units in ECE, Rec.
Psych, Sot, or Ed Kb. Experience Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
preferred. Most positions are Flexible hours. open 9am to 9pm
2 5:30 or 2:30 - 6, M.F. Short 7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus.
Near Light Rail, Transit.
morning shifts are also available.
Call Today, Work Tomorrow
Call 379-3200 ext. 21.
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
408494-0200
Downtown
$14.00 / HOUR
408-3642700
Weekends/Evenings Campbell
Sales
Office positions also available.
Canvassers and Telemarketers
2534818.

EXPERIENCED TICKS - TANDEM
*Network computer techs w/unix
& workstation experience.
"Help Desk" person for unix
EMPLOYMENT
network. Strong communication
TIRED OF MAKING MINIMUM skills & customer service oriented.
WAGE? Immediate openings for 3 Ildt are P/T school year. F/T other
aggressive income oriented sales times.$13.75/hr.Get resume &call
reps. PT/FT in the excitirg field of Dick Sillan, Engineering. E 283£
commercial/industrial lighting. 924-3928 leave message.
Be part of the decision making
process in a team focused envi- SKI RESORTS HIRING - Ski
ronment. If your future involves Resorts are now hiring for many
sales/marketing, you can’t pass positions this winter. Up to
up this resume enhancing oppor- $2,000+ in salary & benefits.
INSURANCE
tunity. Salary & comm. Call for Call Vertical Employment Group: TEACHER/AIDE Preschool and
School Age Program. Energetic
immed. interview. 408-4537060. (206)6344469 ext. V60411.
AUTO INSURANCE
individuals encouraged to apply.
Campus Insurance Service
KIKUSUSHIJAPANESERsammatt PR PERSON Fast growing Nat’l Teacher position - ECE units
Special Student Programs
Franchise involved in graphics/ required. All majors accepted.
Hiring friendly people!
All positions. 55.$20/hr.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
sign business. Morning hours. Call Gardner Children’s Center.
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
Call for appt: 725-1749.
Great oppty for advancement. 998-1343.
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers’
Sunnyvale area. 243-7388.
EARN $1500.00 WEEKLY
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
CHILDCARE NEEDED - VERY
energetic, patient, loving person CASHIER POSITION AVAILABLE working at home! Ten best "Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
opportunities for starting a home
CALL TODAY 296-5270
$5.50- $6.00 /hour
fcr 5 1/2 yr. & 8 mos. old children.
FREE QUOTE
business. For FREE info send a
9 hrs/wk, flex Schedule. ReferStevens Creek Unocal 76
NO HASSLE
self-addressed. stamped enve4185 Stevens Creek Blvd
ences. Cambrian Park area. Call
Terri 879.0722. Lost msgs. - If you
lope to: Hello-Tech, 467 Saratoga
Mon. Fn. 8am - 3pm
NO OBUGATTON
Ave., *237, San Jose, CA 95129.
Ask for David. 296-5258.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
called before, please call back.

COMPUTERS ETC.

SPORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Freefall. Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1 -510 -834 -7575 LEARN TO FLY
SQUADRON TWO FLYING CLUB
San Jose International Airport
Since 1974 - No Monthly Dues
$100 Per Year.
Perscnsized Rolessicnal roinction
*Competitive Rates
Introductory Right $35
22 Planes To Choose From
"Private Through ATP
UM Moot Bhd SartIose, CA 9511D
(408)2750300.

ENTERTAINMENT
VOCALIST SEEKING SERIOUS
and motivated musicians.
I have the lyTICS and melody
need talented musicians to
complete the package
Call Terry 265-4236

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our speciatty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul cr Virginia 408-2510449
HATIVARDFREMONTrUMON CITY
Wordprocessing & edit,ng
Academic/ Bus. work accepted"
ReportsThesesMLA/Turabian
EXPERT hr APA format (4th Et)
WP 5.1/6.0 - Laser Printer FAX
7 days a week 7:00am-9:00 Pm.
SUZANNE SCOTT
510-4410504 or 510489-9794.

SCHOLARSHIPS
GUARANTEED
SCHOLARSHIPS & GRANTS
Ultimate Financial Opportunity
for College Students.
Everyone Qualifies.
Don’t wait Ca il now,
UFO NETWORK
510451.3773
FREE FINANCIAL AIDI Over $6
Billion in private sector grants and
scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless of
grades. moon*, or parent’s income.
Let Lo help. Cal Student Financial Services: 1.800-263-6495 ext.
F60411.

FOR NATIONAL / AGEner RATES CALL 408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words,
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Name

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
Ono
Two
Day
Days
3 knee
$5
$7
4 linos
$8
$6
Sin..
$7
$9
Slims
$10
$4
$1 for each additional line

Ton was asked if he might not
decide to go straight into a March
16 challenge to VtlIC champion
Frank Bruno of Britain, Horne
interrupted and said, "That’s not
a question we’re going to answer
right now.’

Threw
SATs
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days

$11
$12
$13
514

Five AciOmss
Days
$13 Cry& sate
514
$15
$16
Send check or motley order to

After Ow fifth day, net. Inaroaato by $1 par day.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

Spartan Doily Classifieds
an Jose State University
San Jerre, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
OlDoadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
cancelled ads
All ads are prepaid No refunds on
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)8244277

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE for
College & Grad Students. Grades.
SAT scores & age not always a
factor. Recorded message gives
details, 4096294098, Ann. #176.

SERVICES

FREE AIJGNMENT CHECK
FOR SALE
arc bkrUct iNSPLGTON’
Student Discounts
TOSHIBA 14400C, notebook.
486DX/25, 4RAM. 200HD. active FREE MONEY For Your Education!
Blg-O-TIros
color maths. fax/modem. $1400. Apply for your snare in millions of 23566 Camino Rea,. Santa Clara.
294-1575
unclaimed ornate sector aid. Call Mon - Fri: 8 to 5:30. Sat. 9 tp 4.
261.4430.
Scholarship Resource Services.
408-261-8676.
WRRING HELP. Fast professional
AUTOS FOR SALE
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
93 JEEP WRANGLER SAHARA
Letters, reports, essays. stateTUTORING
ments articles. etc. For more
Immac. Cond. Garaged. 44.10,,ies.
Call Vickie or Craig 2687717.
SKILLED TUTORING SERVICES info please call Dave Bolick,
will provide the foundation to sal 510401-9E54. Emergencies OA
through your accounting courses VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX.
WORD PROCESSING effortlessly. Come away with a
thorough grasp al ccurse material. CRIME PREVENTION INFORMATION
Talo’s Word Processing Service One hour appointments at $22.50.
1-900-622-COPS
Incredible student rates on Call 374-5150.
Personal Safety
Hone security
resumes and school papers.
Vence security
Add color to your reports at a low
cost. Ask about our resume
HEALTH & BEAUTY
Child safety
Consumer assist
and school paper programs information
CALL TODAY (408) 937-7201.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
$1.70. mm.. 19.min max/
Unwanted hair removed forever.
TEN YEARS EXPERIENCE
18 ffs. / Touch tone phone
Specialist. Confidential.
THE COP-UNE, Morgan Hill, CA.
Your own probe or disposable.
Word PrOCe55.ng.
Bus. Ph.* 408-683-5723.
Only ten minutes from campus
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486
(Cupertino/West San Jose area).
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
Term Papers, Thesis. Resumes,
Tape Transcription. etc.
subiec" Why suffer ant get poor
50% DISCOUNT
a can
grace- sr
APA. Turabian and MLA.
Permanent Cosmetics try Tnsh.
rcrmer
awa,
Days and evenings, seven days.
Enhance your natural beauty,.
co
- sts with
Suzanne 996. IF,56.
Eye Liner - Ups - Eyebrows
-nr..
..
’
also
Expires June 1st. 1995
408.379.3500
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
s .onfidential.
’"
Co’..........
ocation.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
Treses. term paoe,s. g,e,p
oeciaiist.
Diss, -"
projects, resumes, letters,
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
San
.. .
Campbell. CA 95008.
minsmicro cassette transcription,
etc. All formats. Experienced.
dependable, quick return. MEN & WOMEN- BARE IT ALL!
Almaden/Branham area. PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. ’Cr "hr
Call Linda 408-26 4-4 5 04. Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or (415) 52510505...ark tor Dards&
Please leave message.
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair, PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
Back Chest- Lip- Bikini -Chin - accepting sr...cents who wish to
CALL MARCIA 266.9448
Tummy etc. Students & faculty excel in piarng guitar or bass. All
Nursing/Soc. Work/English
receive 15% discount. First appt. evels welcome: Beginning.
Edit/Format Specialist for
Projects/Term Papers/Resumes 1/2 price if made before June 1. Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
1995. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. any style: Jazz Blues, Rock,
APA Turablan MLA
621 E. Campbell Ave 1117. Fusion, Funk. Reggae. or Folk.
Grarnmar.Rrctuaton,Ftrasng
Cal B. i 408.298-6124.
Campbell . (408)379.3’rdTables/Charts /cliSk edit
Ealsenagonal StudorisWoleans
10 minutes from campus!

TRAVEL
FREE TRIPS& CASH
Find out how hundreds of students
we already earning FREE TRIPS
and LOTS OF CASH with America’s
411 Spring Break Company! Sell
only 15 trips and travel keel
Choose Cancun. Bahamas.
Mazatlan, or Randal CALL NOW!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
1-80095-BREAK

1986.

Phone: 924.3277 IN FAX: 924-3282

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
LATINA VOCALISTS: Composer
makes no claim for goodwill or seeks new talent with serious
services advertieed below not is interests. Style between Selena
there any guarantee flied. The and Gloria Estefan. Will work
classified columns of the Spartan with right person beginning at
Deily consist of paid advertising their level. DNK Productions.
and offerings we n3t approved or 1-415-267-7609.
verified by the newspeper.

immediate comment on the latest
developments.
It was to have been Tyson’s first
appearance on commercial television since he knocked out Marvis
Frazier in 30 seconds on July 11,

Please check
./
one classification:
_Campus Clubs*
.
Greek Messages_-_,
_Rea, Estatc,
_Events*
Sers..-P*
_Announcements*
’
_Lost and Found** _ r,
’..
_
_Volunteers*
_Insurance
_For Sale.
_Autos For Sale’ _Enterlanme_Computers Etc’ _Nye
_Tutoring*
_Wanted’
_Employment
_Word PrOCe,
._SchOlarskq,
noportunilies

Special student rates available for these classifications.S5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free. 3 lines for 3 days, as a Service to the campus community

DAILY
CROS SWORD
answers will appear in the FUVT 1.s.i4e.

ACROSS
’ Due s Otispring
5 Gemstone
weight
10 Boxer’s weapon
14 Soothing plant
15 Sports complex
16 Choir voice
17 Bath powder
18 Radio
personality
20 Cookbook
direction
21 D.C. hrs
22 Shreds
23 Swiftness
25 Entreaty
27 Makes a
touchdown
29 Young plant
33 Faith
34 Nee
35 - gin
36 Trot
37 South American
animal
38 Actor Chaney
39 Appends
41 Acorn producers
42 Drench
44 Shoot-’em-ups
46 Voodoo spells
47 Exploited
48 Crow over
49 One -celled
animal
52 RN’s group
53 Alberta tribe
56 McDonaldland
baddie
59 Pie-crust
ingredient
60 Highest point
61 Join forces
62 Sicilian volcano
63 Droplet
64 Caller
65 Appoar

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

OMMU @MOW MOM
DOOM MCIOU IMMO
CIOM EIMMO MOW
MOM= MOMORM
WM
WM
WOMMU MMUMOW
MOW MOWOU MOM
WM
MWM
MMO
MOW MOM ORM
OW OMEN
OMM
010M
MOCK:1MM WOMOOMM
MUM MOMO WOMM
OMM AMOU OMM
MOM MOM MOM

mom=

DOWN
I Blubbe
suet
2 Ja, -3 Some A K C
members
4 Fruit lutes
5 West Point
students
6 Stand up
7 Lie down
8 Mandela’s org
9 - Mahal
10 Mudpacks
II Kinds
12 Staircase part
13 Dolls for instance
19 Had bills to pay
24 Game. match
25 Beauty parlor
treatments
26 Singe Horne
27 The last 28 Rough

.1-1
37
40
42
43
45
46
48
49
50
51
52
54
55
57
58

Mid

Knowiecine
Hurt a toe
Pair
Seers
Jacob’s twir
Wine choice
Small ry
Moby :toe
Nutmeg so, ,
Poet Lazaru,
"I cannot
tell -"
Sea eagle
Dutch cheese
Toupee slang
Wildebeest
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Concerns are aired about Lungren’s fund-raisers
man, intends to run for governor
in 1998, and planned the Nov. 30
fund-raiser in Fresno as part of his
exploratory campaign.
The newspaper said Shubin and
his wife, Martha. who are listed as
table sponsors of the fund-raiser,
own Thrifty Best Pumping Service
based in Fresno County. The company handles industrial waste and
noxious grease from hundreds of
restaurants and grocery stores in
California and Nevada.
"We try to be as careful as we
can, but we can’t know everything
about everybody," Kimberley
Peters, one of the financial directors of Lungren’s campaign, told
the Times. "Our campaign manager looked over the list of hosts, but

FRESNO tAP)
4 marl contributor to Attorney General Dan
Lungren is an industrial waste
hauler recently sued by the attorney general’s office, the Los
Angeles -limes reported Tuesday.
The newspaper said William
Shubin, who has agreed to pay
hundreds of thousands of dollars
to settle two cases of illegal dumping and storage of toxics, has
pledged to purchase $2,500 worth
of tickets at Lungren’s $250-a-plate
event next month.
Shubin reportedly is in the
midst of working out the final
details of his settlement with the
attorney general’s office.
consei vative
a
Lungren ,
Republican and former congless-

id
We try to be as careful as we can, but we can’t know
everything about everybody.
Kimberley Peters
Lungren’s campaign finanacial director

PP
she probably doesn’t know people
in Fresno that well."
In 1994, as Thrifty Best was having numerous run-ins with local
and state agencies, the Shubins
donated $1,500 to Lungren’s reelection campaign, records show.
"We’ve been supporters of Dan for

a lot of years now," Andy Shubin,
their son and company vice president, told the Times.
In 1993, Thrifty Best was
accused of operating without permits and illegally disposing of
untreated sewage and other wastes
at eight sites in Fresno County.

In a lawsuit against Shubin to
recover damages, Fresno County
officials pushed for a $ 1.2-million
settlement. In a controversial decision in July, three county supervisors who had taken political donations from Shubin voted to settle
the case for $150,000.
In a separate legal action involving the illegal storage and transportation of cancer-causing farm
chemicals, the attorney general’s
office and Tulare County prosecutors sought to recover civil penalties and cleanup costs from
Shubin.
That case involved a railroad
boxcar on Shubin’s property that
was filled with a volatile mix of illegal pesticides and herbicides.

Local and state prosecutors alleged
that Shubin transported the leaky
boxcar to a friend s farm in Tulare
County in October, 1992, after
authorities raised questions about
its contents.
Earlier this month, a few weeks
after Shubin signed on as a table
sponsor for Lungren’s Nov. 30 dinner here, the attorney general’s
office and Tulare County prosecutors agreed on an eleventh-hour
settlement that will allow Shubin to
avoid trial.
Instead, he will pay a total of
more than $175,000 to the state
for its cleanup costs and to Tulare
County for civil penalties and
investigative costs.

Children’s reader is tilted to pro-tabacco view, study says
The Weekly
SAN DIEGO (AP)
Reader spread tobacco industry views and
Joe Camel’s image to millions of elementary schoolchildren and was far less likely
than a competing newsletter to include
health warnings, a University of California
study shows.
At the time the articles appeared, from
1989 to 1994, the Weekly Reader’s owner
was the largest shareholder in RJR
Nabisco, the creator ofJoe Camel, the cartoon mascot for Camel cigarettes. It has
since sold its interest.
In October 1994, health advocates

attacked the Weekly Reader over an article
for youngsters that discussed smokers’
rights and the harm to the industry from
smoking restrictions. The article said nothing about smoking as a cause of lung cancer and heart disease.
Following that uproar, researchers at
Of California, San Francisco
thc
Allah/v(1 31 as in les from the Weekly
Reader dealing with smoking. For comparison, they analyzed 28 from another
school newsletter, Scholastic News, which
is published by a family-owned company.
In the Weekly Reader, 68 percent of the

of the University of California, San
Francisco, said: "Weekly Reader needs to
change its editorial policy. "They’re certainly not helping kids not to smoke."
The researchers presented their findings Monday at the annual meeting of the
American Public Health Association.
John Pierce, director of the cancer prevention center at the University of
California, San Diego, said: "It’s a serious
concern that something with such widespread inroads into kids lives is basically a
marketing effort for the industry."
Sandra Maccarone, Weekly Reader’s

articles included tobacco industry views
and only 38 percent carried a clear message against smoking. In Scholastic News,
only 32 percent of articles included industry views and 79 percent carried anti-smoking warnings.
"Weekly Reader’s interest in presenting
both sides of :us argument can often lead
to ambiguity, similar to the ambiguity promoted by the tobacco industry," said
Stanton Glantz, one of the study’s authors.
"They’re reinforcing the industry’s message.
The principal researcher, Edith Balbach

editor in chief, was traveling and could not
be reached for comment and no one else
at the company could comment on the
study, Maccarone’s office said.
Balbach expressed particular concern
over an article for sixth-graders on
whether the notorious Joe Camel is
encouraging kids to smoke. Research has
shown that Joe Camel is as familiar to children as Mickey Mouse, and that Camel cigarettes have increased in popularity
among teen-agers since the Joe Camel
campaign began.

Radioactive pollutants may affect proposed nuclear waste dump site
the Ward Valley site, learned this month of
year-old evidence that the desert may not
be the safest place to bury radioactive
debris because of migration through arid
terrain.
"The philosophy of these sites is that
you have such large, thick zones of impermeable sediments that they trap any moisture moving through," said panel member
Martin D. Mifflin, author of the letter.
"But if that’s not happening, we are kidding ourselves that we have an environ-

Ni I DLES, Calif.
High levels of
radio tive pollutants in desert sands near
a Nevada waste dump could have important implications for the proposed Ward
Valley nuclear dump, scientists said.
Two members of a National Academy of
Sciences panel sent a letter Monday to
U.S. Intenor Secretary Bruce Babbitt urging a renewed commitment to require
additional tests at Ward Valley and Beatty,
Nev.
The panel, created to study the safety of

How you benefit:
Maximun class size of 15 students
Four full length practice tests
Free extra help
Classes grouped by ability
Satisfaction guaranteed
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Hirsch, a leader of the campaign against
the Ward Valley project.
The findings by Interior Department
hydrologist David Prudic did not come to
light until last week, Hirsch said, when he
asked Prudic if there was any additional
Beatty research material that might apply
to Ward Valley.
"The significance of the Beatty findings
is that we don’t understand how the tritium moved as far as it did," Hirsch said
Monday.

you just have to tale ownership for when they pulled into their garage
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Janette and Greig Fennel are talk- your personal safety," said Greig just before midnight.
Immediately, they were coning about their harrowing experi- Fennel, 46.
His wife, 41, was just happy to be fronted by thieves who forced
ence at the hands of two kidnapthem into the trunk. The thieves
pers to warn other people that no safe at home with her son.
"I was praying and praying. I then hopped in the car, and took
one is safe.
The couple were abducted from didn’t care what happened to me, off but not before removing
the garage at their home in Pacific just that he’d be okay," Mrs. Alexander from the back seat and
placing him in a foyer outside the
Heights on Saturday night. Their Fennel said.
The Feline’s gave police the fol- Feline’s’ home.
9-month-old son, Alexander, was
After robbing the Fennels of
lowing account:
left behind on the doorstep.
Young Alexander was asleep in $200 in cash and some $5,000 in
"If any lesson comes out of this,
I hope it is that people will realize the back of the couple’s Lexus jewelry, the thieves fled, leaving the

Decide for Yourself!
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couple in the car. By 1 a.m.
Saturday, the had couple managed
to pop open the trunk, escape and
telephone police.
Mitiutes later, officers found
Alexander safe in the foyer.
Since this happened, the media
slant on it has been that if you live
in Pacific Heights, you should feel
safe," Mrs. Fennel said. "We say it
doesn’t matter where you live."
The thieves remained on the
loose Monday.

Stolen ashes prevent family burial plans
UNION CITY (Al’) Living in
his car and too poor to buy an urn,
the brother of Frank Munoz kept
his sibling’s ashes in a white box
on the back seat for 21 months,
intending to bury the remains
next to their mother.
But on Monday, when he
returned to his car from his construction job, the box of ashes was
gone, along with a photo of the
elder brother drinking a beer during livelier times.
The embarrassed younger
brother, who asked that his name

If your dream is to become a medical doctor, don’t
let someone else decide you can’t do it. Decide for
yourself! Call us today to find out what your options :
are at the UAG.

8 0 0 - 5 3 1 - 5 4 9 4
Universidad Autonoma .
de Guadalajara:
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE:

Call no\N tor information!
1 -800-2 -REVIEW
II

feet above the water table.
Initially found in April 1994, the results
were not revealed to the National
Academy panel that assembled in July of
that year to investigate the suitability of the
Ward Valley site.
The panel gave a qualified endorsement
of the site in May after a nine-month
review.
"This appears to be an astonishing
cover-up of a matter that could affect the
safety of millions of people," said Daniel

Pacific Heights couple thankful after carjacking ordeal

GMATGRELSATMCAT

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

ment that acts as a good barrier against
the migration of buried waste," Mifflin, a
hydrologist, continued.
Ward Valley is 30 miles west of the
California-Arizona border town of
Needles. Opponents of the proposed
dump fear waste could leach into the
water table and the nearby Colorado River,
a major drinking water source.
Tritium and carbon-14 were discovered
near the Beatty dump site. Tritium was
found 357 feet below the surface, about 10

I

not be printed, said he searched
but could find neither the box nor
some clothes that were also taken.
The theft ruined his Halloween
plans to sneak into Chapel of
the Chimes Memorial Park and
bury his brother beside his mother’s grave.
"I was going to go and bury him
there myself for my Halloween.
Buy a 12-pack and hope I didn’t
get busted. I needed to bury him.
But I waited too long," he said.
The younger brother is pleading
for the return of the box.

BOUND & GAGGED By DANA SUMMERS
41I/NeIZO
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Tyson fight canceled; former champ out for four to six weeks
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LAS VEGAS, Nev. (Al’) Mike Tyson fractured his right
thumb and postponed Saturday
night’s fight with Buster Mathis
Jr., an injury that will sideline the
former heavyweight champion
four to six weeks.
"This is a really serious setback," Tyson said Tuesday night
at a news conference at the MGM
Grand, where the fight was to
have been held. ’I was really
anticipating this fight."
Tyson initially injured his
thumb about three weeks ago
and aggravated the injury the last

few days.
Tyson’s

doctors.

Marrone said Tyson injured the
thumb about three weeks ago
and saw Marrone and Higgins
about two weeks ago. Marrone

Gerald

Higgins and Gary Marrone, notified the hotel at 4:10 p.m,. Tyson
would riot be able to fight.
"The break is in the thumb
between the main joint and the
tip of the thumb." said Marrone,
who confirmed the injury would
take up to six weeks to heal.

said he and Higgins thought the
injuy possibly could heal in time
for the fight, but X-rays Tuesday
"showed that the fracture that
had begun to heal had refra.ctur ed.*
Tyson re-injured the thumb
Monday or fuesday - he sparred

Alex Yemenidjian, chief operating officer of the MGM Grand,
said the entire Saturday night
card was off. It was to have included three world championship
bouts.

both days. Asked why he did not
call off the fight when he first
injured the thumb, he said: "I
thought I could sneak through. I

get paid to fight.’
Tyson’s purse was to have been
$10 million. Mathis was to get
$800,000.
’He said he wanted to fight 110
matter what,’ Higgins said. In all
nioralitv, we can’t let him participate in this fight.’
At a news conference earlier in
the day, Tyson was upbeat and
confident of an easy victory.
"I feel good, I feel happy." he
said. "Everybody knows I ni going
to do my thing. I’m looking forward to this. I’m going to burn."
Mathis, a 20-1 underdog, WAS

suspicious of the former champion s sore hand.
"I call it a fake," he said. "I
don’t think Mike is hurt.’
Jay Bright, Tyson’s trainer, hinted at the time there may be more
to the injury than first thought.
’What we have to do is follow
the doctor’s orders,’ he said without elaborating.
John Horne, Tyson’s co-manager, said Mathis is wider contract
to fight Tyson and the bout will
be held on the Fox network,
which was to have telecast
Saturday night’s bout. Fox had no

immediate comment on the latest
developments.
It was to have beenlItson’s first
appearance on commercial television since he knocked out Mania
Frazier in 30 seconds on July II,

1986.

Tyson was asked if he might not
decide to go straight into a March
16 challenge to %SC: champion
Frank Bruno of Britain, Horne
interrupted and said, ’That’s not
a question we’re going to answer
right now.’
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The SPARTAN DAILY
mikes no claim for products or
swims whertbsed below nor Is
there any guerantee Waled. The
caterifted columns of the Spartan
Daly carnal of paid advertising
and ofiedngs we not approved or
walled by the newspeper.

OR RENT

LATINA VOCALISTS: Composer
seeks new talent with serious
interests. Style between Selena
and Gloria Estefan. Will work
with right person beginning at
their level. DNK Productions.
1-415.267.7609.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FAST FUNDRAISER 4605. 10TH ST. Carport and Raise $500 in 5 days Greeks,
laundry. 2 bdrm. 56505700 mo. groups. ate, motivated
Manager: 776-0134, Apt, 10.
Fast, easy -No financial obligation.
1-800-862-1982 ext. 33.
LOOKING FOR TEMPORARY
housing? Must sublease 1 Dam
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Apt. for 2-3 months. Cute & clean.
Only $57.00 per year.
In very nice complex near park in
Save 30% 60%
Sunnyvale. Call 408-481.9267.
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH APT. 2
blocks from school, approx 1100
sq. ft. $950.00. Secured underomummn
ground parking is available
NO FEARIII MULTI-MILLION S
Call 378-1409. Won’t last!!!
environmental company seeks
five intense individuals for bay
SUMMERWIND
THE LARGEST 2 & 3 BEDROOM area expansion. Full or part-time,
APARTMENT HOMES It THE AREA! full-time training. To arrange for
1.000 to 1,400 sq. ft.
an interview, call Nanda Holz at
W/D hook ups
408-3587711.
Huge Clubhouse
Resident activities
FANTASTIC INCOME opporturdly
distributing wild-grown. organic
Minutes to campus
products. 12-yr-old company
2 Swimming pools
Racquetball & Tennis Courts is industry leader. Easy, turnkey
marketing plan can earn you
Basketball Courts
Rents horn S825.00 month! substantial income quickly,
408-279-2300
Part-time. Lots of support!
For FREE AUDIO TAPE call
408-264.7871(24 hour message).
2 BORK APARTMENT -$750/100.
Security type building
REPRINT RIGHTS YOU CAN SELL
Secure Parking
NOW! Over 600 ’How-to Books.
Close In
Reports & Guides’ Valued $845.
Modem Building
On Windows CD ROM. Just $99.
Free Basic Cable service
(includes S&H&T) Call 24 hrs.
Laundry Room
1-800.241-9229 Vlsa/fAC/ArriExp.
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm/2 Os. Very clean.
Secunty type bldg. Laundry. Cable
available. Ample parking. Quiet
with good neighbors. Walk or ride
bike to school. Responsive
management. We take advance
deposits. $745-$795/month.
Call 2869157.

SHARED HOUSING
NEED FEMALE TO SHARE nice &
Quiet 2 bdrm/2 bath apt. Spa &
pool. Near SJSU. Call 972-5797.
FURNISHED ROOM. N/S, no pet.
263/Staelogs $450/mo. Dep. $300.
het 11/1/95. Lucy -408,7778775.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when maidng
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
acoupons for discount
word:Ions or merchandise.

EMPLOYMENT

EVERGREEN AREA - ROOM
for rent. $400. + utilities. Call TIRED OF MAKING MINIMUM
WAGE? Immediate openings for 3
2382626, ask for Henry.
aggressive income oriented sales
ROOM FOR RENT IN BEAUTIFUL reps. PT/FT in the exciting field of
Willow Glen Home. Garage space. commerc,ai/industrial lighting.
kit./bath priv. Clean & quiet. N/S. Be part of the decision making
No pets. Prefer female faculty/ process in a team focused envistaff/grad. Saiierit. Eyes 2P6892L ronment. If your future involves
sales/marketing, you can’t pass
up this resume enhancing opportunity.
Salary & comm. Call for
REAL ESTATE
immed. interview. 408-4537080.
Si NAGLEE PK, PostVIctorlan.
Immaculate 2 BR/2BA + opt. 3rd KIKUSUSHIJAPANESERssawrant
Hiring friendly people!
BR/Den. large LR/DR, remod.
All positions. 55-520/hr.
kit., hardwood floors, landscaped
Call for appt: 725-1749.
yard/patio, walk to campus.
5.379K. Call Peter Uzzi 999-0900.
CHILDCARE NEEDED - VERY
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes for energetic, patient, loving person
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax, fa 5 1/2 sri. & 8 mos. old children.
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll 9 hrs/wk, flex schedule. ReferFree 1-800898.9778 Ext. H-2236 ences. Cambrian Park area. Call
Terri 879.0722. Lost msgs If you
for current listings.
called before, please call back.

mile: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282
CASHER/COUNTER HELP Needed
Day & evening shifts, weekdays &
weekends. Mountain Mikes Pizza,
2011 Naglee Ave. Si 280.5070.
WEDIEND JOB Set. a Sun. 8 am.
12. Assist healthy, active, disabled person w/personal care,
cooking, cleaning. Can train.
Questions? 408.364-0303.
SEEKING SHARP INDIVIDUALS to
market prepaid long distance
phone cards. Possible $2000.+
mo. part-time. For more info call
408-997-6235.
NO EXPERIENCE? WE’RE HIRING!
Greeters/Bussers/Servers P/T
The Old Spaghetti Factory
51 N. San Pedro. Apply in person.
ACCOUNTING INTERN. Local CPA
firm needs top student -accounting
mear who has carpeted first wines
ter of Irrterm. Actg.. strong computer
skills- to assist with automated the
balance/worttpaper ercgram. develop
graphics-based financial pn3senta
trians & spreadsheet applications. 1020 hrsAvk- flexible. Cat Jim Perisho
or Kathy Baker at 408-4582828.
CHILDCARE ASST. For Los Gatos
health club. Flexible hours,
8:30am - 1:00pm, Mon -Sat.
Contact Joyce at 408-358-1967.
MUSIC MINDED, OUTGOING, and
responsible students wanted for
DJ work for multi system co. Must
be available of Fri. arid Sat, and
have own car. Will train if you’ve
got what it takes. 408270.1249.
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
wanted. Must be energetic, have
a professional customer service
attitude. & have neat appearance.
Be a valet for weddings, exclusive
private parties, and on-gang locations in Los Gatos area. P/T
weekends, $5.75/hr +Tips. Poss.
F/T management opportunities.
Call Mike@ 5104366-7275.
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE.
part-time, am/pm shifts. Serving
Downtown San Joss App’y in cerscrt
22 West Saint John, San Jose.
ATHLETIC MINDED!!!
Perfect Student Work. Team
atmosphere. 408-654-9635.
TUTORS NEEDED. EARN $10415
per hour. We get students to
call you. Call Jack 227-6685.
EXPERIENCED MN -TANDEM
’Network computer teens w/unix
& workstation experience.
"Help Desk" person for unix
network. Strong communication
skills & customer sante aiented
Both are P/T school year, F/T other
times. si.a75/hr. Get resume & call
Dick Sillan, Engineering. E 283 E
9243928 leave message.
SKI RESORTS HIRING - Ski
Resorts are now hiring for many
positions this winter. Up to
$2.000+ in salary & benefits.
Call Vertical Employment Group:
(206) 634-0469 ext. V60411.
PR PERSON Fast growing Nat’l
Franchise involved in graphics/
sign business, Morning hours.
Great oppty for advancement.
Sunnyvale area. 243-7388.
CASHIER POSITION AVAIIABLE
$5.50 56.00 /hour
Stevens Creek Unocal 76
4185 Stevens Creek Blvd
Mon. . Fn. Etam - 3pm
Ask for David. 2965258.

PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST
Downtown S1 Law Firm has imme
diate opening for P.T receptionist
8arri.12noon. M-F. Must speak
some Smash. Need sane caviar.
phone & clerical experience. Good
interpersonal and organizational
skills. Please apply in person at
96 N. 3rd St. 500, between
9am-4pm M-F.

$7.00 10 58.00 PER HOUR
COMPUTERS ETC,
witr scheduled increases
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Full-time or Part-time
FOR SALE
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
TOSHIBA 14400C, notebook,
FULL TRAINING
48605/25, 4RAM, .t0OHD.
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
color matrix. fax/modem. $1400.
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
2941575
Medical/Dental Insurance
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
Apply: Mon. Fri. Barn 5an.
Vanguard Security Services
SEEKING NEW FACES. Males
AUTOS FOR SALE
3212 Scott Bed. Santa Clara.
& females for Promotions in
Bay Area, now thru Dec. on Neer 101 at Sad Tornas Expressway. 93 JEEP WRANGLER SAHARA
lmmac. Cond. Garaged, 44,
Fri -Sat -Sun. Trade Shows,
Print & more. 408-379-5590. SUBSTITUTES-FLEXIBLE HOURS. Call Vickie or Craig 268-7717
Small World Schools is hiring
substitute teachers for Our 14
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate preschool & school-age daycare WORD PROCESSING
Asian couples need your help programs. 6-12 units in B:E. Rec,
to conceive. Can you help? Psych. Soc. or Ed required. Exp. Tolo’s Word Processing Service
Ages 21-30, healthy and preferred. This is a great position Incredible student rates on
responsible. Generous stipend for students. We can work around resumes and school papers.
and expenses paid. Please call your school schedule even if Add color to your reports at a low
you are only available 1 or 2 cost. Ask about our resume
WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
afternoons. Cal 379-3200 ext. 21. and school paper programs!!
CALI. TODAY (408) 937.720L
PART-TIMERS WANTED!’ Deluxe
TEACHERS /TEACHER AIDES
Corporation is looking for TeleTEN YEARS EXPERIENCE
phone Order Clerks. Accurate. FT/PT positrons w/infants, todWord Processing.
Detail Oriented, Team Players with dlers, preschool and school age.
Only ten minutes from campus
Good Communication Skills a Great advancement and growth
MUST! 12-6pm 4 days a week oppty. Good benefits. lmmed. (Cupertino/West San Jose area).
plus Sat. 9.4pm. 25-38 hrs. a openings. ECE + exper. preferred. Term Papers, Thesis. Resumes,
Tape Transcription. etc.
week. Also looking for production Call Action Day Nurseries.
APA, Turabian and MLA.
408-867-4515.
workers day/graveyard. Apply
Days
and evenings. seven days.
in person. M -F, 7:30-3:00pm.
Suzanne 9961686.
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
1551 Dell Ave. Campbell.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT -Students
Theses, term papers, group
Too many benefits to list!
Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up
to 53.00046.000+ per month. Day, Swing Grave Shifts, F/T& P/T. projects, resumes, letters.
minimicro cassette transcription.
Mm-Sun
7-7.
Room and Board! Transportation! Cal or appe n pawn
Male or Female. No experience 408286-5880. 5550 Menial he. etc. All formats. Experienced
dependable. quick return
awn. San Cabs add Paignocr,
necessary. Call 1-206-545-4155
Almaden/Branham area
behrd the Cad and Paty Sloe.
ext A60411.
Call Linda 408-264-4504.
Please leave message
S EARN EXTRA CASH $
TEACHERS/AIDES
up to $120/week!
100 great children are looking for
CALL MARCIA 2669448
Become a Sperm Donor.
a few great teachers. Teachers &
Nursing/Soc. Work/ Engl.sn
Sides are needed for Campbell Healthy males. 1834 years old.
Edit/Format Specialist for
before & after school-age program. Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Projects/Term Papers/Resumes
Contact California Cryobank
FT and PT positions available.
APA Turanian MLA
Excellent salary & benefits. Please 415-324-1900, M -F. 8.5pm.
Grammar.RrrttuatanFtrasrg
Call Laura 408-370-2143. EOE.
Tables/Charts/disk edit
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up
InIsenallona StudsrasWelcans
to $2,000+/month. World travel.
$55 DEIJVERY DRIVERS S$S
10 minutes from campus!
positions. No
Seasonal &
Restaurant Food Service.
exp necessary. For info. call
Excellent part-time job.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
1.206-6340468 ext. C60411.
Earn $9 to $11 per hour.
Science & English papers/theses
Flexible day and evening hours.
Require awn car + good DMV+hs. BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED our specialty. Laser printing. Free
San Jose aCupertino area. Call Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips. spell check and storage. APA.
TAKEOUT TAXI 369.9400 after 5pr. Students needed inter immediate Turabian and other formats.
sea. Full-time/part-time openings. Resumes, editing. graphics
Call today 1-415-968-9933. and other services available.
$35,000/YR. INCOME
potential. Reading books. Toll International Bartenders School. Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul crVirginia 408-251-0449.
Free 1-8 00.89 8-9778 Ext. R540,000/YR INCOME
2236 for details.
potential. Home Typists/PC HAYWARDFREMONTUNION CITY
Wordprocessing & editing.
DAYCARE TEACHERS. Small users. Toll Free 1.800.898
Academic / Bus. work accepted!!
World Schools is hiring teachers 9778 Ext. 1-2236 for listings.
ReportsThesesMLA/Turabian
for our school-age daycare proEXPERT kt APA format (41a Ed.)
TELEMARKETING
grams. 6-12 units in ECE. Rec,
Psych. Soc. or Ed req. Experience Sell Calif’s best newspapers. WP 5.1/6.0- Laser Printer FAX
preferred. Most positions are Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm 7 days a week 7:00am-9:00 pm
SUZANNE SCOTT
2 5:30 or 2:30 - 6, M-F. Short 7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus.
510-441-0504 or 510-499-9794
Near Light Rail, Transit.
morning shifts are also available.
Call Today, Work Tomorrow
Call 379-3200 ext. 21.
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
SCHOLARSHIPS
Downtown
408-494-0200
$14.00 / HOUR
408-364-2700
Weekends/Evenings
Sales
available.
also
0Cfaincpebpeolisitions
and
Telemarketers
Canvassers
GUARANTEED
253-8818.
SCHOLARSHIPS & GRANTS
Ultimate Financial Oppor-,.
for College Students
TEACHER/AIDE Preschool and
INSURANCE
Everyone Qualifies
School Age Program. Energetic
Don’t wa,t, Ca[i nowi
AUTO INSURANCE
individuals encouraged to apply.
UFO NETWORK
Campus insurance Service
Teacher position ECE units
510651.3773
Special Student Programs
required. All majors accepted.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Call Gardner Children’s Center.
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
998-1343.
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers" Billion in private sector grants and
scholarships is now available. All
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
EARN (41500.00 WEEKLY
working at home! Ten best "Good Student" "Family Multi-car" students are eligible regardless of
grades, income, or parent’s income.
CALL TODAY 296.5270
opportunities for starting a home
FREE QUOTE
Let us nein C91 SaLleil FinEriCial Serbusiness. For FREE info send a
NO HASSLE
vices: 1-800-263.6495 ext.
self-addressed, stamped enveF60411.
NO OBLJGATION
lope to: HelloTech, 467 Saratoga
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
Ave., *237, San Jose, CA 95129.

TRAVEL
"’"FREE TRIPS & CASH’
And out how hundreds of students
are already earning FREE TRIPS
and LOTS OF CASH with America’s
*1 Spring Break Company! Sell
only 15 trips and travel free!
Choose Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan or Florida! CALL NOW
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
1.80095-BREAK

$PORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINEI
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Freaall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.
LEARN TO FLY
SQUADRON TWO FLYING CLUB
San Jose International Airport
Since 1974 - No Monthly Dues
$100 Per Year.
Peracnekzed Professional hanction
Competitive Rates
Introductory Flight $35
22 Planes To Choose From
*Private Throw)" ATP
1.101. Arad Mel Sankse, CA %110
(408) 275.0300.

ENTERTAINMENT
VOCAUST SEEKING SERIOUS
and motivated musicians.
I have the lyrics and melody need talented musicians to
complete the package.
Call Terry C 265-4236.

DAILY CLASS/RED - LOCAL RATES

FoR NanoNAL / AGENCY RATES

408-924-32T7

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

DIJODDLEI0===E1====0=MUI 1
ELICID=======1111=7==1
====1=========r1=1
=============1717OE
Ad Rates: 3 -line mmum
Two Throe
One
Days
Days
Day
$e
$7
3 lines
$5
$10
4 linos
$6
$5
$11
5 Haas
$7
$9
$12
$10
Ones
$8
$1 for each additional line

Name
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Rye Address

Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

Ay &State
Phcre
Send check a money order to.
Spartan Day aaman.d.

After the fifth day, rate increases by $1 per day. Seri Jose State University
San Jose, CA 93192-0149
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words avalable in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

? lassared desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m Iwo weekdays before publication
No refunds on cancelled ads
All ads are prepaid
Hates for consecutive publications dates only
OUesTiorts?CALL (408) 924-3277

Please check

/

one classification:
_Campus Clubs* _Rental He .- :
.
Greek Messages*_Shared
_Rea
.Events*
_Announcements* Scy
!!. ..-,
_Lost and Found**
VOlunteers.
_For Sae*
_Insurance
_Autos For Sale* _Erteda ^
_Tray.,
_Computers Etc
_Tutor
_Wanted*
_Wcrd Preee
_Employment
.Sendiarsnr.
_.nPeortunties

Special student rates available for these classifications.S5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in

0B H209, between 10am and 2pm Student ID required
3 lines for 3 days. as a service to the campus community.

**Lost & Found ads are offered free,

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE ’ Co ege & L.r4o
SAT scores & age not always a
factor. Recorded message gives
details. 408629-4098, Ann. *176.

SERVICES
FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
ar.o bRAHL INSPECTION
Student Discounts

FREE MONEY For Your Education!
Apply for your share in millions Of 2336 E Camino Real, Sara Clara.
tp 4.
unclaimed ornate sector ad. Call Mor, Fri 8 !.
261 4430
Scholarship Resource Services.
408.261.9676
WRITING HELP. Fas oro’esSiOnal
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Letters, reports, essays, stateTUTORING
ments articles. etc. For more
SKILLED TUTORING SERVICES info please call Dave Bolick,
Sm. 510401-9554. Emergencies 0.K
w aroyoc tr.e turiaat Or
through your accounting courses VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX.
effortlessly. Come away with a
thorough grasp of course material. CRIME PREVENTION INFORMATION
One hour appointments at 522.50.
1-900-622-COPS
Personal safe),
Call 374-5150.
Hoe e security
Ye"
secumty
Chdo safety
HEALTH & BEAUTY
Consume, assist.
information
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
$1.70- mr. (9-min max)
removed forever.
confidential.
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
THE COP-LINE, Morgan Hill. CA.
Your own probe or disposable.
Bus. Ph.* 408683-5723.
335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
50% DISCOUNTI
grades wnen nelp is just a call
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish
away" Harvard Ph.D. (former
Enhance your natural beauty!
Co’ C(’- teacher) assists with
Eye Liner- Lips - Eyebrows.
rese
& writing. Tutorial also
Expires June 1st. 1995.
ava
caring. confidential.
408379-3500
!,...-rnsuia location.
Co,..
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
esis specialist.
(Xs-621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
--ences available.
Car-one’ CA 95006
langs. spoken.
_pm& Call today
MEN 8 WOMEN BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR REMGvAL !0’ !ter: o -c -e consultation:
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or (415) 5254505...ask for Dadra.
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair. PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
Back Chest - Lip- Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty excel in paying gutter or bass. All
receive 15% discount. First app.. levels welcome. Beginning.
1/2 price if made before June 1, Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
1995. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. any style: Jan. Bides. Rock.
621 E. Campbell Ave. *17, Fusion. Funk, Reggae, or FO;K.
Call sill at 408-298.6124.
Campbell . (408)379.3500.
’1

-

400,.

DAILY
CROSSWORD
appear in the next tosue.
a,,

ACROSS
1 Doe s offspring
5 Gemstone
weight
10 Boxer’s weapon
14 Soothing plant
15 Sports complex
16 Choir voice
17 Bath powder
18 Radio
personality
20 Cookbook
direction
21 D.0 hrs
22 Shreds
23 Swiftness
25 Entreaty
27 Makes a
touchdown
29 Young plant
33 Faith
34 Nee
35 - gin
36 Trot
37 South American
animal
38 Actor Chaney
39 Appends
41 Acorn producers
42 Drench
44 Shoot-’em-ups
36 Voodoo spells
47 Exploited
48 Crow over
49 One -celled
animal
RN’s group
Alberta tribe
56 McDonaldland
baddie
t,9 Pie -crust
ingredient
60 Highest point
61 Join forces
62 Sicilian volcano
63 Droplet
64 Calle
65 Appear

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

OMMU IMMO@ MOM
MOM 1210000 MEMO
OCIOU MOM@ MMUM
MOMOMOW MUMUMMU
WOO
MMU
WOMMIAMU MOIMMMOO
MMOW MWOOW MUM
OMM
MOM
MUO
MEM@ MEW OMMU
0121MUUMO WMUMMOU
0011
OEM
MOOMMO uomonom
mum =UMW MOOR
ORM SUMO CRUM
MUM MUM WOMU
a.6

DOWN
Blubber and
suet
2 Jai 3 Some A K C
members
4 Fruit juices
5 West Point
students
6 Stand up
7 Lie down
8 Mandela’s org
9 - Mahal
10 Mudpacks
11 Kinds
12 Staircase part
13 Dolls for instance

19 Had bills to pay
24 Game match
25 Beauty parlor
treatments
26 Singer Horne
27 The last -28 Rough

29 Drenches
30 Give an
example
31 Loop
32 Wilder and
Hackman
34 Mud
37 Knowledge
40 Hurt aloe
42 Pair
43 Seers
45 Jacob’s twin
46 Wine choice
48 Small flies
49 Moby Dick s
foe
50 Nutmeg spice
51 Poet Lazarus
52 1 cannot
tell -"
54 Sea eagle
55 Dutch cheese
57 Toupee slang
58 Wildebeest

MiliMME MENU
MMEM MEM MIMI
NM= MOMMEMOMINI
MOM MEM
MOM
III
M
MIEMUM
ME MEM
WM
IIMMUM
MEM
M
MOM MOM NM=
EMMEMMEM MEM
MI= MEM
BIM=
WM MINIM
MEMINIMEMEM
NM= MUM= MO=
MIME =NM NM=
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Queen
From page 1
1994 Homes inning Queen. ’She
was articulate and poised. She will
do an excellent job as queen."
Dwayne Hearn, the
1994
Homecoming King. agreed: "She
is an excellent choice. She will repSJSU in a vet’s positive light.
SJSC is ha ky to have someone like
her AS An ambassador for the uniMUM.
This is the second try at
Homecoming Queen for this
Alpha Phi Omega member. She
competed for the title last year, but
did not make it to the second
interview.
-Just getting to be on the field
was a major accomplishment," said
Holmes, a 1993 graduate of Lowell
High School in San Francisco. "I
(was) very happy to be on the
field."
As a member of Alpha Phi
Omega, Holmes participates in
several philanthropies with the
coed fraternity; she also is involved
with other campus organizations.
"(She has) a diverse involvement." Padellan said. "She is not
only involved with her own organization, amt also with organizations) across the campus."
Holmes’ weekly schedule is
filled with meetings every day of
the week with the different campus organizations.
Not only is she involved with
Alpha Phi Omega, but she is also a
Resident Adviser at Allen Hall; a

SPARTAN DAILY

411,

di
It is really important to remember (one’s history. It is
really important to learn (history) in the classroom, but
we need other (ways) to educate ourselves.
Saranah Holes
1995 Homecoming Queen

99
program assistant for the New
Student Orientation Program for
the Student Activities Office; a
Black Student Union member;
and co-chair for the African
Planning
Month
Awareness
CAMIlni it tee.

"I like being busy," Holmes said.
"If I’m not busy. I won’t do anything. Deadlines keep me on my
toes.
Of all the activities she is
involved in. she enjoys working
American
with
the African
Awareness Planning Committee
good
having a
the most. "I feel
part of a big month," she said.
Holmes, whose father is black
and mother is white, said Black
History Month is very important to
her.
"It is really important to remember (one’s) history," said Holmes
whose passion for the subject
heightened after taking an SJSU
African-American history class.

"It is really important to learn
(history) in the classroom, but we
need other (ways) to educate ourselves," she said. "Even when it is a
social event."
Holmes’ drive to be the best
stems from her father, Melvin
Holmes, who encouraged her to
always do her best.
"Fie taught me to at least try no
best," she said. "I don’t do things
without thinking about my father."
"She is always trying to correct
injustices," Padellan said. "She
really tries to help people whets
she can."
The San Francisco-born Holmes
aspires to go into community
health education. She would like
to teach sex education in the public school system or work in a clinic
educating women about health
issues.
"I feel that people should know
about their bodies," Holmes said.
"Health education is preventative

..0111111.1111.1r
salielogewpme*
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Saranah Holmes, right, and Kevin O’Kane were crowned at the football game against UNLV.
and not reactionary. I want to educate people so they won’t be reactionary."
Just before she was crowned
Queen. Holmes had a feeling she
was going to win. Padellan had

informed everybody prior to going
onto the football field that she
would be standing in front of the
winner before crowning the
Queen. "She never moved from in
front of me," Holmes said.

Finding it difficult to explain
her feelings as the tiara was placed
on her head, Holmes said, "I just
want to let other people know that
they can do it too."

/citi’ve forgotten this is the unusual
90s, an era when fraternity party
music is as political as it is loud, a
time when fiscal conservatives
lobby for the legalization of marijuana.
"The people become stimulated
by ideas," 0 Kane said. "As a leader
of any group you allow people to
truly explore ideas."
O’Kane wants the campus to
have this chance. He envisions
spearheading an organization of
outside
of
student
groups
Associated Students to concentrate
on campus activities and student
involvement.
"I think it is essential that this
campus comes together," O’Kane
said before being interrupted by a
loud visitor in boxer shorts who
-bursts intathe room.

"What’s up, maggots?" the visitor
shouts. O’Kane looks a little
embarrassed. The visitor is a bit
confused and then catches on and
excuses himself.
"The fraternity helped me
become involved with the community," O’Kane said. "I’ve learned a
lot from this."
Aaron Riche, president of Theta
Chi, is glad to have O’Kane.
"He’s very active," Riche said.
"He’s a big part of the house. He
takes on a leadership role even
though he doesn’t have to."
()liaise said he can’t help it. He
wants to be involved.
"I’m not just about hanging out,
pondering life," he said. "I want to
do it. There are so many people
that can represent SJSU. I chose to
do it."

King
From page I
mined to make his symbol count.
"It allows me to express ideas
and concepts," O’Kane said of his
new title.
’Somehow there is a structure in
our society that says to us if you are
going to be heard you have to
allow yourself to be at the top of
the hill and yell into the valley.’
At the top of his hill, O’Kane has
made himself a very busy person.
Active in a campus fraternity, the
art major also volunteers his time
to coach cross country and track
and field teams at Lincoln High
School.
"I’ve been around track and
field all of my life," said O’Kane.
who ran track for three years at Cal
State Chico before transferring to
SJSU. "I miss competing, but I

enjoy coaching. I enjoy helping
people."
Oreen Gernreich, principal if
Lincoln High School, thinks it
may be O’Kane’s calling.
"’He’s an outstanding young
man," she said. "I’m hoping he’ll
go into teaching. He’s a great role
model."
SJSU cross country coach
Auggie Argabright learned the
same thing during his days as
O’Line’s coach at Willow Glenn
High School.
He’s the type of guy who gives
1(X) percent."
Argabright laughs for a moment
at the thought of O’Kane as a
Homecoming King.
"I think that fits," Argabright
said. "He’s a real polished indivici-

id
I think it is essential that this campus comes
together ... The fraternity helped me become involved
with the community. I’ve learned a lot from this.
Kevin O’Kane
1995 Homecoming King
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hut it isn’t all gloss and shine. In
his room at the Theta Chi fraternity house, O’Kane leans back on his
rumpled bed and smooths the
sheets as he discusses the inconsistencies of his generation.
"We’re being bombarded by all
of this technology," he said.
"We’re challenging our minds

to do things that .ue very ise% to
us. We are suppressing Me more
instinctual desires, the more
instinctual needs of the true person."
If this doesn’t sound like the
usual ponderings of what the usual
Homecoming King should have
spinning through his usual head,

"Where do you

"I don’t knouyutherc do

want to go?"
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